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ABSTRACT 
In this study, several synthesis routes were adopted to prepare nanometer sized 
metal-phosphonate particles to expand their use in the delivery of phosphonate 
mineral scale inhibitors into formation porous media for oilfield scale control. An 
aqueous solution of calcium chloride or zinc chloride was mixed with a basic 
phosphonate solution to form nanometer sized particles. The physical and 
chemical properties of the fabricated nanomaterials and their solutions have been 
carefully evaluated. The obtained nanomaterial suspensions were stable for a 
certain period of time at 70°C in saline solutions. The nanomaterials demonstrated 
a good migration performance through formation porous media. Transportability 
was affected by both the flow velocity and the surface chemistry of the 
nanomaterials as well as the formation medium. The transport of these 
nanomaterials can be enhanced, when the formation materials were pre-flushed by 
surfactant solutions. The potential application of the synthesized nanomaterials for 
scale treatment in oilfields has been investigated by a series of laboratory squeeze 
simulation tests. The synthesized nanomaterials were injected into formation 
medium and retained on the medium surfaces. After a shut-in period, the inhibitor 
nanomaterials slowly released phosphonates into the produced fluid to prevent 
scale formation. It has been observed that the prepared nanomaterials are able to 
return phosphonates in a similar return profile as that of the conventional acidic 
pills. Moreover, the crystalline phase Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials, developed from 
their amorphous precursors, demonstrate a long term phosphonate return behavior 
with a stable phosphonate return concentration for an extended period of time. The 
long term flow back performance of metal-phosphonate nanomaterials can be 
interpreted by their solubility product in brine solutions. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
As oil and gas production progresses, the ratio of produced water to hydrocarbons 
often increases. Typically, 5 to 20 barrels of brine will be produced with one 
barrel of oil or gas equivalent. These brines are corrosive and tend to produce 
calcite or sulfate scales 1• Along with other forms of scales, calcite (calcium 
carbonate) is one of the most common types of scale deposits. Precipitation of 
calcite in production tubing is due to pressure drop and increase in brine pH when 
carbon dioxide evolves to the gas phase1' 2• Scales often form in the formation near 
the perforations, in the production tubing, and on the surface of facilities. 
Phosphonates are widely used for scale controe and are referred as the threshold 
scale inhibitors because they prevent scale nucleation and formation at 
concentrations of several milligrams per liter or less. It has been confirmed by 
extensive laboratory and field testing that at 0.1 to 1 mg L-1 or less, phosphonate 
inhibitors are often sufficient to prevent scale formation4. Even though the 
mechanism of scale inhibition is still under debate, extensive fundamental and 
mechanistic studies have been carried out on the topics of scale formation5' 6, scale 
inhibition6' 7, and scale inhibitor interactions and reactions with rock substrates 
and minerals8-10• 
The mechanism of scale inhibitors interaction with formation materials controls 
the placement of inhibitors in the formation and the squeeze lifetime. It has been 
2 
postulated by Kan and Tomson that8-10 :1) at low phosphonate inhibitor 
concentration, inhibitor concentration is determined by a chemical sorption 
mechanism; 2) at high inhibitor concentration, formation of calcium-phosphonate 
precipitate dominates the attachment of inhibitors to calcite surface. During a 
squeeze treatment inhibitors are squeezed into a downhole formation so that they 
can precipitate with divalent cations, mostly calcium, and slowly release 
phosphonates into production brine fluid to prevent scale formation8' 9' 11 • Often 
the squeeze treatment is an effective means to place inhibitors in hydrocarbon 
reservoirs12• However, some inhibitors may not be placed in the reservoir 
efficiently. In a conventional squeeze treatment, an acidic pill will dissolve metal 
ions from the formation that leads to rapid precipitation of inhibitor salts near the 
wellbore. Neutralized inhibitors can be pushed farther into the formation; they are 
less effective due to the weak adsorption to the rock4 • It is desirable to be able to 
control the migration, placement, and return of scale inhibitors in the formation 
and hence the goal of this study. 
The utilization of scale inhibitor precipitation treatment technology has been 
investigated previously by several research groups13' 14. It has been observed 
that14-16, several parameters including the inhibitor concentration, solution pH, the 
presence of salt, dissolution properties of inhibitors, and binding capability with 
divalent metals can significantly impact the results of the precipitation treatment 
and the placement of inhibitors in the downhole formation, indicating that it might 
3 
be possible to design a better precipitation treatment to control inhibitor return 
levels than is presently used 13• As Jordan et al. stated, compared with the 
adsorption treatment, the precipitation treatment greatly enhanced the squeeze 
performance and the precipitate solubility plays an essential role in determining 
the inhibitor return concentration and precipitate treatment lifetime13• 17• On the 
other hand, some modeling work regarding inhibitor squeeze performance and 
nucleation with divalent metals has been carried out to predict inhibitor 
precipitation treatment18' 19 Other than conventional metal-phosphonate 
precipitates, some novel types of inhibitor precipitates, including the enzyme 
activated and oil-soluble inhibitors have been fabricated for precipitate 
treatment20• 21 • The major concern regarding the industrial application of 
precipitate squeeze treatment is the formation blockage and damage caused by the 
inhibitor precipitation in the near well bore area. 
Based on the above arguments, as indicated by Shen et atl2, it may be possible to 
fabricate a nanomaterial suspension (nanofluid) comprised of Ca-phosphonate 
nanoparticles and place such nanomaterials in the formation matrix for the 
purpose of extending squeeze life. Nanometer scaled metal-phosphonates have 
potential applications in industry such as sensors, catalysts, ion conductors, and 
optical materials23• 24• For oilfield scale control (Fig. 1.1 ), it is of value to explore 
the proper methods to fabricate such nanomaterials. These materials should be 
able to migrate deep into reservoirs and attach to the surface of the formation 
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rocks during the shut-in period and release phosphonates into the production water 
at a concentration higher than the minimum inhibitor concentration required to 
inhibit scale formation for a long period of time. Therefore, it is important to study 
the transport behavior of fabricated inhibitor nanomaterials in formation media. 
Production 
Figure 1.1. Schematic of a typical oil production site. In order to facilitate hydrocarbon 
production, brine or diesel is injected through the injection well into the downhole formation to 
maintain the pressure and to push the hydrocarbon to flow out of the production well. 
Surfactant-assisted methods are widely applied in the preparation of nanometer 
sized materials, such as cobalt-phenylphosphonate particles23 , CdSe nanorods25' 26, 
disk-shaped Co nanocrystals27, and nanoscale zero valence iron28 • In the process 
of nanoparticle synthesis, surfactants play an important role in determining the 
morphology and size of the products. Surfactants are able to control surface 
charges of particles and inhibit aggregation and attachment to surfaces by means 
of providing electrostatic double layer repulsions28• Moreover, surfactants can 
self-assemble to different conformations and supply a soft template for formation 
of different nanostructures23 . On the other hand, since silica nanoparticles can 
provide various porous frameworks with a wide range of pore sizes, well-defined 
5 
morphologies, and various chemical functionalities29' 30• The silica template-based 
synthesis approach has been recently reported as a promising strategy in 
producing a variety of nanostructures, including ordered mesoporous carbon thick 
films29, cross-linked polymeric nanocapsules3\ palladium nanowires32 and 
macroporous platinum33 • During these synthesis reactions, silica plays an 
important role in determining the fabricated nanoparticles structure and 
morphology as a structure directing agent. 
In previous work22, a simple method was introduced to produce a nanofluid 
containing calcium-DTPMP nanoparticles by employing a polyacrylate polymer 
as dispersant to stabilize the nanoparticles with a combination of high energy 
sonication treatment. The aggregation of the obtained nanoparticles was controlled 
by adding surface coating material of polyacrylate so that the nanoparticles could 
travel through porous media instead of being filtered and removed by formation 
materials. As a continuation of previous work in our research group at Rice 
University, a similar strategy was followed in this study to fabricate the metal-
phosphonate nanomaterials. A stable nanofluid, which is resistant to high 
temperature of 70 °C and high salinity of 2% KCl, can be obtained. Moreover, the 
transition metal Zn2+ was employed to fabricate Zn-phosphonate, since the 
inhibitor placement and return can be greatly enhanced by adding Zn2+ in the 
inhibitor pi1111 • The designed nanofluids were loaded into different formation core 
materials to study their mobility in these porous media. Finally, squeeze 
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simulation experiments were carried out to test the potential application of such 
nanomaterials for scale treatment in oilfields. 
The present dissertation is organized in the following manner. Background 
information and literature review is presented in Chapter 2, including oilfield scale 
control, conventional scale control strategy, scale inhibitor chemistry, interaction 
of scale inhibitor with formation materials as well as particle transport and 
deposition mechanism in porous medium. Chapter 3 is on the topic of surfactant-
assisted synthesis of scale inhibitor nanomaterials and their transport, return in 
formation materials (published in SPE J.). Chapter 4 illustrated the synthesis and 
laboratory testing of zinc-phosphonate inhibitor nanomaterials and their transport 
and long-term return performance (published in SPE J.). Chapter 5 presented the 
synthesis of crystalline phase Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials and their transport in 
formation core materials (published in Ind. Eng. Chern. Res.). Chapter 6 is about 
the enhanced transport of the crystalline Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials in formation 
materials and their long-term flow back in laboratory squeeze simulation tests. 
CHAPTER TWO 
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Solubility and solubility product principle: 
2.1.1 Solubility and scale formation: 
7 
Solubility is defined as the limiting amount of a solute which can be dissolved in a 
solvent under a given set of physical conditions 1• Certain combination of chemical 
species will yield compounds with little solubility, and the capacity for water to 
dissolve these species in water is limited and precipitates can form once this 
solubility capability is exceeded by over saturation. The solid precipitates will 
form scales on the surface in contact with water, like the pipelines and reservoir 
formation in the hydrocarbon production processes. The formation of scale is 
troublesome and expensive to remove. Scale may form on the surfaces of various 
types of water treatment equipments, including the distribution line, domestic hot 
water heaters, cooling equipment, boilers, heat exchanger, etc2• The buildup of 
scale on the surfaces may lead to a significant flow reduction. The buildup of scale 
on metal surfaces may serve as insulation and cause decreased efficiency and also 
uneven scale deposition might lead to pitting corrosion2. 
2.1.2 Water-formed scale deposits in hydrocarbon productions: 
Scales are basically inorganic deposits from water. Scale formation is one of the 
major problems in the oilfield together with corrosion and brine disposal4• With 
the progress of oil production, increasing amounts of brine water will be produced 
8 
and the brines are corrostve and tend to produce scales. In the hydrocarbon 
production activities, scale formation normally restricts hydrocarbon and brine 
water through injection, flow lines and tubing strings, leading to serious flow 
reduction. Hence, scale control should be one of the primary objectives in oilfield 
water handling operations. Typically, the three major types of scales formed in the 
oilfield productions are calcite (calcium carbonate), calcium sulfates and barite 
(barium sulfate). Detailed information regarding the formation mechanism of each 
type of scales can be found in many references1• 2• 
2.1.3 Solubility product principle: 
The tendency of scale formation can be predicted by means of scale materials 
solubility calculations. When a sparingly soluble salt like barium sulfate (BaS04) 
is added to water, Ba2+ and So/- ions dissolve into the solution until equilibrium 
between ions in the solid crystals and in solution is established, indicating that the 
solution is saturated: 
At a given temperature and pressure, the amount of barite dissolved and thereby 
the product of the concentrations of the ions in the saturated solution should be 
constant. This constant is called the solubility product constant, written as: 
(2.1) 
9 
where Ksp denotes the solubility product constant, (Ba +)s and (Sol-)s refer to 
barium and sulfate activities at saturation. The value of Ksp is only a function of 
temperature and pressure34• Activity is defined as the product of the activity 
coefficient and the concentration and can be expressed as: 
(i) = [i]y; (2.2) 
The activity of ith species (i) is related to the concentration (molality) of the ith 
species [i] through the activity coefficient, Yi· The activity coefficient is dependent 
on temperature (T), pressure (P), ionic strength (IS) and specific solution 
composition and is typically estimated from extra-thermodynamic models. The 
references state for activity is a one molal solution extrapolated from infinite 
dilution. The activity of a species at concentration [i] deviates from its ideal 
condition. The activity coefficient is a measure of the degree to which the 
concentration of species i deviates from its activity. 
The supersaturation ratio (SR) can be regarded as the ratio of the ion activity 
product (lAP) to the solubility product constant: 
SR(barite) =lAP= (Ba2+)(SO~) 
Ksp Ksp (T, P) (2.3) 
where SR and lAP denotes supersaturation ratio and ton activity product, 
respectively and (Ba2+) and (S04 2") refer to the barium and sulfate activities in 
solution in molal units. When the SR is larger than one, the solution is 
supersaturated and precipitation may take place. 
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2.2 Scale prediction and treatment: 
2.2.1 Scaling tendency and saturation Index: 
Based on the introduction of supersaturation ratio, the term saturation index (SI) 
can be introduced as the base-l 0 logarithm of the SR: 
(Ba 2+)(SO;) 
Sf = log10 (SR) = log10 K (T P) 
sp ' 
(2.4) 
Ksp(T,P) indicates that the solubility product is a function of both temperature and 
pressure. It follows that: 
1) SI=zero, the solution is in equilibrium (saturated) with the scale mineral, 
barite in this example; 
2) SI<zero, the solution is undersaturated with the scale mineral and 
dissolution may take place but precipitation is not possible and 
3) SI>zero, the solution is supersaturated with the scale minerals and scale 
can form but it might be kinetically delayed. 
Oddo and Tomson developed35 a semi-empirical approach for scaling prediction. 
Basically, the saturation ratio (SR) can be expressed as: 
SR= IMP 
K.P(T,P,IS) 
(2.5) 
where IMP denotes the ion molality product and Ksp becomes the conditional 
solubility product constant, dependent upon the specific composition. Hence, in 
this method, there is no need to consider the activity coefficients and the 
conditional equilibrium constants can be stated as a function ofT, P and IS based 
11 
on experimentally obtained data. The conditional equilibrium constants from 
calcium carbonate and sulfate scales can be written as: 
(2.6a) 
Kc is the conditional constant and parameters a to hare curve-fitted constants. 
He Kan and Tomson36 derived an inhibition model for barium sulfate scale 
' 
prediction, which consists the following equations: 
a a a logt =a +-1 +-2 +--3 -
0 ° SI T SI · T 
1 tnh 
cinh = -log(f-1 ) 
binh to 
(2.6b) 
logbinh = ~o + ~1SI + ~2SI + ~3pH + ~4 logR 
The first equation is to make predications of the scale nucleation time (to) as a 
function of saturation index (SI) and temperature (T). The second equation is to 
calculate the concentration of inhibitor need (Cinh) as a function of required 
protection time (tinh) and f is a safety factor. The binh term in the second equation is 
related to the inhibition efficiency of a particular inhibitor and is a function of the 
saturation index, temperature, pH and the molar ratio of lattice anions in the brine 
(R=[Ba2+]/[Sol·]). The parameters (a1 to a4 and ~1 to ~4) are to be determined by 
curve fitting a large number of experimentally obtained data to the first and third 
equation. 
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2.2.2 Rate of scale formation: 
Normally, the rate of the scale formation is of significance to oilfield scaling 
control. It commonly takes from a week to several months for a scale problem to 
be significant in the production, tubing and surface flow lines. The scale formation 
rate depends on flow rate, radius and length and the specific brine chemistr/. As 
for the case of calcite formation, Tomson et al proposed that four separate regions 
can be recognized, based on the solution saturation index (Fig. 2.1)4• Basically, at 
region where SI is negative, calcite cannot precipitate and calcite, if any is present, 
will dissolve toward equilibrium. When SI is between 0.00 to about 0.4, brines 
can be produced for long periods without scale formation. This is the region in 
which many early stage gas and oil wells operate. The region where SI is between 
0.4 and around 2.3 is the transition from "no scale formation" to "rapid scale 
formation". Production of calcite scale will spontaneously take place within 
minutes, depending on the specific supersaturation. If SI is larger that the value of 
approximately 2.3, scale formation is uninhibitable regardless of the amount of 
inhibitors applied and massive and rapid scale formation is expected. 
Region4 
Wrth Sl values above approlCinataly 2.3, scale fonnation can-
not be prevented for extanded pltliods of time with pr ... nt 
11tchnalogy. The transition value of 2.3 is poorly defined and 
may vary trom 2.0 to 2.5 for dilfwnlnt brinee, temperaiUI'ea, 
tow condiliclN, etc .. but bra Is lltllt dillpUht about 1he 
uiltence of su;tt an upper limit of scala control. 
(with scale inhibitors) 
Reglon3 
With Sl values below apprOKirnlllety 2.3, acale formation can 
normally be delayed lndellnttely with about 1 mg/1, or leu. of 
lnhlbiiOI'. W"rth Sl valuea bewMn 0.4 and 2.3, scale formation 
on lhll pipe walls wtl begin within minutes, unless inhibitors 
.. added to ltle brine. 
sr-o.40 1--r---------------------1-.. 
Region a 
With SJ betweer 0..00 and app-OXlmately 0.4, precll:matian 
wtll take place m calclle If It II all'eldy praHI'It, but tca1a will 
not generdy begin 10 form on pipes that are olherwise free 
of calcit8 scale. Normally, brines Clln be produCed in lhls 
ragion for long periods without producing scale. if the pipes 
were originally flee or calcite scale and there is no 
~~
SI•O.OO t------~~!!i------------· 
SI<O.OO 
Reglon1 
Wl1h SI<O.O, saJe cannot form. If scale is already presant, it 
will slowly disaow. Brinas with SI<O.O are often corrosive 
to normal Sleel. 
Tme, arbitrary units and not to scale 
Figure 2.1 Four region of calcite SI values (copy from Tomson et al4) 
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The rate of calcite formation on a steel pipes can be further calculated based on 
the mass transfer principles in a plug flow reactor. The following relation can be 
derived4: 
Flux= SQ {1- exp( 21trkm x)} 
2nr Q (2.7) 
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Flux refers to the mass of calcium carbonate deposited per unit time per unit area 
of pipe wall and S refers to the slope of equilibrium calcium concentration versus 
distance down the pipe( S = ( d[Ca 2+ leq I dx) ). Q is the volume of brine per unit 
time and r is the pipe radius. km denotes the mass transfer constant and x is the 
distance from the well bottom. 
2.2.3 Scale control methods: 
Based on the above discussion, scale formation, as well as the rate of scale 
formation, is controlled by the degree of supersaturation, pH, temperature and 
other brine chemistry. Hence, by controlling these variables, scale deposit can be 
greatly reduced in the production system. Often, in the oilfield production, a 
threshold scale inhibitor is used for scale inhibition via a squeeze treatment. This 
is the most frequently used method of scale prevention in the petroleum industry. 
It has been confirmed by extensive laboratory and field testing that, generally 0.1 
mg/L to 1 mg/L of phosphonate inhibitors is sufficient to prevent scale formation 4 • 
In order to apply the squeeze treatment1' 37' 38, a pre-flush solution is injected to 
clean the production tubing and the formation. The inhibitor pill is prepared in a 
mixing tank by diluting the concentrated inhibitor solution to 0.5 to 5 percent by 
using production water, synthetic brine or natural brine and the pill is injected into 
the formation through perforation, after which, an overflush volume between 100 
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to 1000 bbl is injected in order to push the inhibitor pill into the formation. The 
well is then shut down for several hours to two days. During the shut-in period, 
the inhibitor pill is allowed to form a metal-inhibitor precipitate and adsorb on the 
surface of the rock. After this shut-in period, the well is put back on stream again 
and the inhibitor will be dissolved into the formation water and eventually flushed 
out of the production well. Typically, an initially large release of inhibitors is 
followed by a slow release of several milligrams per liter, which concentration is 
usually sufficient to prevent scale formation. The treatment frequency might vary 
from several weeks to several years. 
2.2.4 Common oilfield mineral scale inhibitors: 
Scale inhibitors are capable of preventing or retarding the formation of inorganic 
scales. Some authors39 subcategorize the scale inhibitors into two types: 1) 
nucleation inhibitors, like polymers: they adsorb onto the formed crystal surfaces 
40 41 ) 1 h "nh"b" and the lattice, leading to a slowly crystal growth ' ; 2 crysta growt 1 1 1tors, 
like aminophosphonates: this type of inhibitors tends to be capable of preventing 
scale crystal growth by blocking the surface active sites. 
2.2.4.1 Phosphino polymers: 
The most commonly used phosphino polymer in the oilfield for scale control is 
polyphosphinocarboxylic acid (PPCA) (Fig.2.2). The presence of the phosphorus 
atom makes it easier to analyze PPCA and enhance the inhibition performance, 
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calcium compatibility and the attachment of PPCA to formation rocks, resulting in 
an extended squeeze lifetime39. 
t CH-CH2] ~iCH2-CH~ I " I I Jm 
COOH OH C:OOH 
Fig. 2.2 Structure of polyphosphinocarboxylic acid 
2.2.4.2 Aminophosphonate: 
The introduction of an amine group into a phosphonate molecule increases the 
metal binding capability due to the amine and phosphonate interactions. There are 
many different types of phosphonates commonly utilized in the oilfield. The 
molecular structures of a few of the more common phosphonates are shown in 
Fig. 2.3. Aminotris (methylene phosphonic acid) (NTMP) can bind to metal ions 
via all three phosphonic acid groups and the lone pair on the nitrogen atom. 
Diethylenetriamine penta(methylene phosphonic acid) (DTPMP) is able to inhibit 
various types of scale formation and probably the most widely used phosphonate 
scale inhibitor Ill the oil industry. B is-hexamethy lenetriamine 
penta(methylenephosphonic acid (BHPMP) is another scale inhibitor, which has 
improved calcium tolerance and is useful for high-temperature application of 120 
to > 140°C conditions39. In this study, the aminophosphonate, especially DTPMP 
will be utilized as the scale inhibitors for nanomaterials synthesis. 
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BHP IP 
Figure 2.3 Structures of three commons oilfield scale inhibitors. 
2.2.5 Mechanisms of scale inhibition using inhibitors: 
Extensive studies have been carried out to understand the mechanism and 
functionality of scale inhibitors, e.g. , phosphonate in inhibiting scale formation, 
including calcite and barite scales. One of the classical theories in predicting the 
kinetics of scale inhibitors on scale formation is Burton-Cabrera-Frank (BCF) 
spiral growth mechanism42• According to the physical picture of the BCF theory, 
as the crystal growth proceeds, the adsorbed ions will diffuse along the surface 
and incorporate preferentially into the crystal lattice at kink sites, leading to a 
winding-up step in a surface spiral, which process is also named as screw 
dislocation growth 43' 44 • The process of inhibition induced by the presence of 
inhibitors is regarded as the blocking of the spiral growth at the active sites on 
crystal surfaces by adsorbed inhibitors45 . Several other research efforts indicated 
that the inhibitors must adsorb at the surface active growth sites in order to 
interfere the growth process43' 46 and that the solution chemistry including the 
divalent metal concentrations and the solution pH will affect the phosphonate 
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scale inhibitor efficiency47• 48• Tomson et al.45 investigated the inhibition of several 
phosphonates on calcite and barite scale formation via a series of adsorption, 
desorption and nucleation experiments in terms of kinetics and thermodynamics. It 
was observed that the approximately 16% of surface coverage for any mineral is 
needed in order to completely inhibit crystal nucleation, which sets the maximum 
inhibitor concentration; while the minimum inhibitor concentration needed is 
related to the flow rate in a well. It was also proposed by the authors that the 
primary driving force for inhibitor adsorption to mineral surfaces is hydrophobic 
repulsion of a macromolecule from its aqueous solution. 
2.3 Phosphonate inhibitor retention: adsorption and precipitation 
The mechanism of the scale inhibitor interaction with formation predominately 
controls the placement of inhibitor in the formation and the squeeze lifetime, 
which is of great importance for enhancing the performance of inhibitors in the 
squeeze treatment. Even though the mechanism of scaling inhibition by scale 
inhibitors is still under debate, extensive amount of fundamental and mechanistic 
studies has been carried out on the topics of scale formation5• 49• 50, scale 
inhibition49' 50 and scale inhibitor interactions and reactions with rock substrates 
d . l 22, 51-53 • d b y 54 G ll · · an mmera s , summarize y uan . enera y speakmg, adsorption and 
precipitation are the two major mechanisms proposed to control the placement of 
phosphonate inhibitors in the rock formation. It has been postulated by Kan and 
Tomson that51-53 1) under low phosphonate inhibitor concentration, inhibitor 
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concentration was determined by chemical sorption mechanisms, characterized by 
a Langmuir type adsorption for NTMP to calcite surface and 2) under high 
inhibitor concentration, formation of calcium-phosphonate precipitate dominates 
the attachment of inhibitor to calcite surface. 
2.3.1 Adsorption mechanism: 
Sorption is referred as the process in which chemicals become associated with 
solid phases. It is adsorption if the molecules attach to a two-dimensional surface 
and absorption if the molecules form a three-dimensional homogeneous phase 55• 
The adsorbent(s) is a particular solid or mixture of solids with which a chemical 
associates while the chemical is called the adsorbate. According to the binding 
mechanisms of adsorbates to adsorbent, adsorption can be differentiated into 
physical adsorption and chemical adsorption. Chemical adsorption, which is 
considered to be permanent or irreversible, is due to the strong specific 
intermolecular forces, comparable with those leading to the formation of chemical 
compounds56• The adsorbate will form a monolayer thick coverage over the 
surface of adsorbent and adsorbed materials are not considered to be able to move 
freely on the surface. When the adsorbent surface is covered by the adsorbate 
molecules, the adsorption capacity of the adsorbent is greatly compromised. On 
the other hand, physical adsorption is nonspecific and generates from the weak 
forces of attraction or van der Waals' forces between molecules. Therefore, the 
adsorbed molecule is not fixed to the adsorbent surface and is free to move over 
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the surface. Moreover, the adsorbed material may form a multilayered structure on 
the surface of adsorbent. Physical adsorption is reversible and when the 
concentration of the adsorbate materials decreases, the adsorbates will be desorbed 
from the adsorbent surface. As for the inhibitor retention by the rock materials, 
physical adsorption is more desirable since the scale inhibitor can be gradually 
desorbed from the rock surface and return at a level to prevent scale formation. An 
overflush volume is needed to push inhibitor farther into the formation, so that a 
longer squeeze life can be accomplished. It has been proposed that the adsorption 
of phosphonate scale inhibitors on a mineral surface was driven by the mechanism 
of hydrophobic repulsion rather than some specific inhibitor molecules-surface 
interaction 45• 
2.3.2 Precipitation mechanism: 
The precipitation squeeze is the process where phosphonate inhibitors form a salt 
in the formation, followed by a dissolution process controlling the slow release of 
inhibitors into the production brine. Basically, the acid in the phosphoantes will 
react with the formation calcite and divalent cations in the water during the shut-in 
period, forming metal (mainly Ca2+) -phosphonate complexes, which precipitate 
on the rock surface. When production resumes, these precipitates will gradually 
dissolve into the production water to prevent scale formation8• 9• The inhibitor 
concentration is periodically monitored and once the inhibitor concentration drops 
below the pre-determined level, the inhibitor treatment must be repeated to 
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maintain the required level of scale inhibitor. It was concluded that, other than 
rock mineralogy, inhibitor and solution chemistry are important determinants for 
inhibitor retention and release. 
Delivery of phosphonate inhibitors to a production well is commonly applied 
through an inhibitor squeeze treatment, wherein inhibitors are squeezed into a 
downhole formation so that they can precipitate with divalent cations, mostly 
calcium, and be slowly released into production brine fluid to prevent scale 
formation 52• 53• 57• Often the squeeze treatment is an effective means to place 
inhibitors in the reservoir12• However, some inhibitors may not be placed in the 
reservoir efficiently. In the conventional squeeze treatment, the acidic pill will 
dissolve metal ions from the formation that leads to precipitation of the inhibitor 
salt near the wellbore. Even though neutralized inhibitors can be pushed into 
formation, they are less effective due to weak adsorption to the rock4, 22 • It is 
desirable to be able to control the migration, placement, and return of a large 
amount of scale inhibitors in the formation. As indicated by various authors, it is 
possible to form pre-precipitate materials and to inject these materials into the 
downhole formation through perforation for scale control and utilization of scale 
inhibitor precipitation treatment technology has been investigated previously by 
several research groups 13' 14. It has been observed that14"16, several parameters 
including the inhibitor concentration, solution pH, the presence of salt, dissolution 
property of inhibitors and binding capability with divalent metals will 
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significantly impact the results of the precipitation treatment and the placement of 
inhibitors in the downhole formation, indicating that it might be possible to design 
the precipitation treatment to control the inhibitor return level13 • As Jordan et al 
stated, compared with the adsorption treatment, the precipitation treatment greatly 
enhanced the squeeze performance and the precipitate solubility together with the 
field brine chemistry plays an essential role in determining the inhibitor return 
concentration and precipitate treatment lifetime13• 17. On the other hand, some 
modeling work regarding the inhibitor squeeze performance and nucleation with 
divalent metals has been carried out so as to make prediction of the inhibitor 
precipitation treatment18' 19• Other than conventional metal-phosphonate 
precipitates, some novel types of inhibitor precipitates, including the enzyme 
activated and oil-soluble inhibitors have been fabricated for precipitate 
treatment20• 21 • The concern regarding the industrial application of a precipitation 
squeeze is the formation blockage and damage caused by the inhibitor 
precipitation in the near wellbore area. Therefore, it is important to study the 
transport behavior of the fabricated inhibitor precipitates in the formation media. 
2.3.3 Phase transition of calcium-DTPMP precipitates and its significance: 
According to the above inhibitor precipitation theory, the retention and release of 
the phosphonates is governed through precipitation and dissolution of calcium-
phosphonate (Ca-Phn) precipitates: calcium ion is the primary divalent ion 
abundant in the brine solution due to the equilibrium of brine with calcite in the 
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oil-bearing formation. The injected phosphonates will form calcium-phosphonate 
precipitates near the wellbore, which process also affixes the inhibitors on mineral 
surfaces. The phosphonate return concentration in the producing water should 
approach the thermodynamic solubility of the Ca-Phn under certain 
physiochemical conditions. Kan et al. 58 utilized a combined method of dialysis 
and filtration to prepare and develop the amorphous Ca-DTPMP precipitates with 
a synthetic brine solution. It was found that the initially amorphous phase Ca-
DTPMP can be developed into a crystalline phase with needle shape structure. 
The obtained crystalline materials bear a solubility several order of magnitude 
lower than the precursors, calculated using the calculation strategy developed by 
Tomson et al59 at the same ionic strength and temperature conditions. This 
phenomenon suggests that the return performance of the phosphonates in the 
resumed production process is controlled by a two-step mechanism: first, a higher 
inhibitor return concentration is encountered as a result of the dissolution of the 
amorphous phase highly soluble precipitates. As the process proceeds, the 
amorphous materials will be gradually developed into a well-developed crystalline 
phase, which is responsible for the long term inhibitor return with lower return 
concentrations9. Similarly, these authors found that another commonly used scale 
inhibitor NTMP can form two types of Ca-NTMP solid phases, one amorphous 
and one crystalline phases and the long term phosphonate return was controlled 
initially by the amorphous phase which gave a higher return concentration and 
later by the crystalline materials, leading to much lower return concentrations9• 
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2.3.4 ScalesoftPitzer software package for scale control prediction: 
The ScalesoftPitzer (SSP) software package is an Excel based software program to 
predict scale formation for numerous minerals and it dates back to May 1994 
when Oddo and Tomson presented the first version of SSP for saturation index 
prediction for calcite and common sulfate scales60• SSP software is designed to 
calculate the pH, scaling tendency, and inhibitor needs of oil and gas wells for 
commonly encountered minerals61• 62• Based on Pitzer theory of electrolytes63 and 
Peng Robinson equation of state for gas fugacity coefficient64, SSP software 
adopted the Pitzer parameters for the interaction between carbonate species and 
other ions, derived from the C02 solubility and the first and second stoichiometric 
dissociation constants of carbonic acid by He et al65 • SSP also considers the effect 
of the presence of hydrate inhibitors (mainly alcohols). According to Kan et al66, 
consider the case when both alcohol and saltwater are present in the solution, the 
free energy change of the ion due to solution composition can be expressed as: 
~Gex = RT In Ytotal 
= ~a:~lw + ~a;:it 
=RTlnyal/w +RTlnysalt 
Where I!:.Gex is the molar excess free energy change due to the total change in 
solution composition from pure water to alcohol/water and then to salt solution in 
the alcohol/water mixture. I!:.G;;;w and /1G;;11 are the molar excess free energy 
changes for the reference state wn transfer from pure water to the pure 
alcohol/water mixture and from the alcohol/water mixture to the alcohol/water/salt 
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solution, and Yatlw and Ysatt are the corresponding activity coefficients. The 
software also considers some other effects including hydrate inhibitors, 
commingling brines, seawater mixing and limit of sulfate tolerance and reservoir 
scaling tendency, etc. In November 2009, Tomson presented an updated version 
of SSP (SSP 2009) including a few mass transfer calculations. 
2.3.5 Environmental significance: 
Phosphonates are used in an increasing amount in a wide range of application, 
including scale and corrosion inhibition; oil drilling; cleansing and laundry 
operations; and agriculture. It has been found that phosphonates can not be 
biodegraded during conventional wastewater treatment67• 68 but rather are removed 
by adsorption onto biosolids and sludge69' 70• Moreover, in many oil fields, as gas 
and oil production progresses, the ratio of produced brine water to hydrocarbons 
often increases. Typically, 10 to 20 barrels of brine will be produced with one 
barrel of oil or gas equivalent and these brines are corrosive and tend to produce 
calcite or sulfate scales. Therefore, it is of great environmental interest to control 
the scale formation as well as the fate and transport and distribution of 
phosphonate and its metal complex in the environmental media. 
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2.4 Acid/base and divalent metal complexation chemistry of phosphonate inhibitors 
Effort has been made to develop the modeling calculation of the protons and 
metals with phosphonate in order to develop the molecular mechanisms and 
predict the temperature and ionic strength effects. However, this problem is 
complicated by the fact that there are multiple ionizable protons on the molecular 
backbone of the phosphonate; hence there are multiple charged groups in a single 
molecule (Fig. 2.3). Tomson et al derived the speciation model based on the 
electrostatic effect and the assumption that the protonation constants are a linear 
function of charge and also reported the temperature and ionic strength 
dependence of proton ionization and metal complex formation 59• Experimentally 
obtained results were compared with the modeling result in order to verify the 
validity of the model. Moreover, this model was employed to study the ferrous 
iron phosphonate complex and ferrous calcium phase in the oilfield brine38 . 
2.4.1 Derivation of the speciation equations for phosphonate 
According to Tomson et al59, the first association constant is expressed as: 
and 
KN = (HPhn(n-1)-) 
1 {H+ }(Phnn-) (2.8) 
where parentheses refer to concentration in molality and H+ refers to the activity 
of proton in solution. "n" is the value of the total number of ionizable protons of 
phosphonate (for DTPMP n=lO; for NTMP, n=6).The superscript N denote that 
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this constant refers to the association with an sp3 hybridized basic nitrogen atom, 
similar to ammonia. Tikhonova71 confirmed that the first two protons of DTPMP 
and the first proton of NTMP are associated with nitrogen atoms. Thus, the 
concentration of the deprotonated species (HPhn<n-I)") can be expressed as: 
(2.9) 
Define K2, K3 to Ki are the proton association constants for the 2nd 3rd to ith species 
and: 
H. Phn<n+1-i)- + H+ ~ H.Phn<n-i)-
I-1 I 
(2.10) 
Hence, an arbitrary species ( H;Phn<n-i)-) can be expressed in terms of equilibrium 
constants, free phosphonate ( Phnn- ) and pH: 
(2.11) 
For simplicity, the term "beta" is a cumulative formation constant notation: 
(2.12) 
By assuming that the proton association constant is a linear function of the charge, 
the following equation was postulated: 
(2.13) 
where aH+ and bw are constants to be determined by using the titration data 
and lq;_11 denotes the absolute value of the charge of the (i-1 )th species. The value 
of bH+ can be obtained from the combination of the mass balance for total 
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phosphonate with the electroneutrality condition. The mass balance for total 
phosphonate can be given by: 
n 
CPhn =(Phnn-)+ ~)HiPhn(n-i)-) (2.14) 
i=1 
Substituting equation 2.11 and 2.12 into 2.14 and yield: 
(2.15) 
The electroneutrality condition at any point of titration ofphosphonate with NaOH 
is given by: 
n 
(Na+) + (H+) = n(Phnn-) + L(n -i)(H;Phnn-1 ) + (OH-) + (Cr) (2.16) 
i=1 
Finally, substituting equations 2.11, 2.12, 2.14 and 2.15 into 2.16 and rearranging, 
the concentration of base need to reach a certain pH can be calculated by: 
(Na+ )cal = nne Phn +f. (n- i)fJ; {H+ r nne Phn (Phnn-) + (OH-) + (e/-)- (H+) (2.17) 
1 + LP;{H+f i=l 1 + LP;{H+V 
i=l i=I 
In order to acquire the value of fJ;, which is a function of aw and bw, at least two 
titration points are needed to solve the above equations. 
2.4.2 Derivation of speciation equations for complexation with divalent metals 
A similar approach was utilized to model the complexation of phosphonate with 
divalent metal ions. The general complexation reaction is given by: 
M. H Ph Cn-i-2U-1ll- + M 2+ ~ M H Phn<n-i-2Jl-j-1 , n 1 , (2.18) 
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The corresponding equilibrium constant Ku is given by 
for i ~ 2,} ~ 2 (2.19) 
where M2+ denotes the divalent metal. The concentration of an arbitrary metal-
phosphonate complex is given by: 
(2.20) 
where PiJ is the cumulative formation constant for the complex species: 
(2.21) 
Assuming that the complexation constant is a linear function of charge, thus, the 
complexation constants can be given by: 
(2.22) 
Foil owing the above mathematical method for phosphonate proton association, 
but with an added mass balance equation for divalent metals present in the system, 
the mass balance equations can be expressed as: 
n n (n-i)/2 
CPhn = (Phnn-) + 2)H;Phnn-I) + L L(M1H;Phnn-2J-i) (2.23) 
i=l i=I }=0 
n (n-i)/2 
and eM = (M 2+) + L L(j)(MjHiPhnn-2}-i) (2.24) 
i=I }=0 
The electroneutrality condition is given by: 
n n (n-i)/2 
(Na+) + (H+) = L (n- i)(HiPhnn-I) + L L (n- 2j- i)(MjHiPhnn-2j-i) 
i=l i=l j=O 
(2.25) 
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by substituting and rearranging, the mass balance can be written in terms of free 
phosphonate and free metals: 
(Phnn-) = __ n _____ ;_P:,:..:(:~:.:..,i)-:-:/2:------ (2.26) 
1+ Lfi;{H+r + L LPuCM 2+)1 {H+r 
(2.27) 
For known total concentration of metal and phosphonate at a given pH, the 
concentration of free metal and phosphonate can be calculated based ON the 
above equations. The complexation factors aM2+ and bM2+ can be determined from 
the electroneutrality, normally aM2+ ~ 0. 
2.5 Colloidal and nanosized particle transport in porous media: 
Conventionally, nanoparticle transport in porous media can be described by 
combining the advection-dispersion theory and the filtration theory. 
2.5.1 Classic advection-dispersion theory: 
The one-dimensional advection-dispersion equation (ADE) 72-74 is generally used 
to model the flow of non-reactive particles through porous media, like sandy 
materials. 
(2.28) 
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where, Cv is the volume-averaged concentration defined as the mass of solute per 
unit volume of fluid contained in an elementary volume at a given time-mg L"1 or 
mg mr1; t is the time-sec; D is the dispersion coefficient-cm2 sec-1; x is the 
downstream distance-em and vis the linear velocity or pore velocity-em sec"1• To 
account the removal of particles to the porous media, a term is added to equation 
2.9 and yields: 
(2.29) 
where Sis the concentration of particles sorbed by the porous media (mg g"1); pis 
the bulk density of the media (g mr1) and E is the porosity of the media 
(dimensionless). When the amount of particles sorbed by the porous media, S is 
directly proportional to the solution concentration, Cv, then equation 2.29 can be 
written as 75' 76: 
and p R =l+-Kd 
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(2.30a) 
(2.30b) 
where a retardation factor R is included in the above equation to account for the 
retardation effect due to the sorption of nanoparticles by the porous media and kd 
is the linear partitioning coefficient. The above development is predicated on two 
assumptions 72• 77 : a linear sorption isotherm and local equilibrium partitioning of 
the particles between the flowing solution and the porous media. Since the R value 
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is characteristic of the sorptive behavior of the nanomaterials to the medium 
surfaces, it should be independent of the pore flow velocity. 
Other than sorption to the porous medium surfaces, colloidal particles can be 
retained by the porous medium via first-order kinetic removal mechanism at a 
constant removal rate. An additional term can be added to account the first order 
(2.3la) 
where Jd (h-1) is the removal rate coefficient. Based on the filtration theory, the 
first-order rate constant Jd can be calculated bl0• 81 : 
(2.3lb) 
where L is the length of the porous media (m) and Ce denotes the steady-state 
effluent concentration of the nanoparticles and C0 is the influent nanoparticles 
concentration. The term of Jd can be elucidated from Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-
Overbeek (DLVO) theory82• 83 • According to DLVO theory, a primary energy 
barrier exists between the particles and the surfaces, which inhibits the attachment 
of the particles to the surface. The colloidal particles have to be able to overcome 
the energy barrier in order to attach to primary energy minimum. The deposition 
rate is related to the height of this energy barrier by increasing exponentially with 
decreasing height of the energy barrier84• The solution ionic strength will greatly 
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affect the deposition kinetics since the increase of ionic strength will diminish the 
energy barrier due to the compression of the double layer, resulting in an 
accelerated deposition rates. According to Ruckenstein and Prieve85, the 
deposition rate increases exponentially with the decrease of height of energy 
barrier under theoretical consideration: 
(2.32) 
where L\ vd (J) is the height of energy barrier, ka is Boltzman constant (1.38 X w-23 J K-1) 
and T (K) is the absolute temperature. Since the pore flow velocity has no contribution 
on the height of the primary energy barrier, the flow velocity should not affect the 
deposition kinetics (the Jd value). On the basis of the above arguments, both Rand Jd 
values should be independent of pore flow velocity. 
2.5.2 Simulating contaminant transport using the CXTFIT model: 
Solutions of the advection-dispersion equation 2.28 can take the form of an 
analytical solution or a numerical solution. It is necessary to differentiate the 
volume-averaged concentrations and flux-averaged concentrations for column 
displacement experiments in order to maintain the mass balance and solute flux 
continuity at the column inlet 77• 86• Mathematical transformation of the advection-
dispersion equation from volume-averaged to flux-averaged concentration was 
presented by Parker and van Genuchten 86 by using the definition of the flux-
averaged concentration: 
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(2.33) 
where Cr is the flux-averaged concentration (mg L-1) 
Cv is the volume-averaged concentration (mg L- 1) 
v is the pore velocity (em hr- 1) 
The volume averaged concentration (Cv) is defined as the mass of solute dissolved 
in s specified unit volume of solution. The flux-average concentration (Cr) 
represents the "mass of solute per unit volume of fluid passing a given cross 
section during an elementary time interval87" . In many instances, the 
experimentally obtained or measured concentrations are flux-averaged rather than 
volume-averaged, like effluent concentration of flushing a tracer in a column (Fig. 
2.4). 
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Figure 2.4 (a) The definition of volume-averaged concentration; (b) the definition of flux-
averaged concentration (Copy from Batu et al. 88) 
Equation 2.28 can be transformed into: 
(2.34) 
which is mathematically identical to equation 2.28 with Cv replaced by Cr. 
Assuming a semi-infinite column and the transformed initial and boundary 
conditions as follows 77 : 
initially condition: C.r (x,O) = 0 
ac 
lower boundary condition: __ .r ( oo, t) = 0 
ax 
upper boundary condition: C .r (0, t) = C0 
the solution for equation 2.34 is: 
1 x - vt 1 vx x + vt C 1 (x, t) = -erfc( 112 ) + -exp(-)erfc( 112 ) 2 2(Dt) 2 D 2(Dt) (2.35) 
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d . h c 11 . c 77, 86. Above solution can be expresse m t e 10 owmg 10rm . 
(2.36) 
where pore water velocity (v) is replaced by the velocity of the contaminant in the 
water (vc) divided by the retardation factor (Eq. 2.30b): 
v 
v=-
c R 
(2.37) 
and the dispersion coefficient for the linear equilibrium sorption case can be 
defined as: 
D D=-
c R 
(2.38) 
The CXTFIT model developed by Parker and van Genuchten ( 1984) 86 is a 
nonlinear least squares inversion method for determining the parameters of a 
number of 1-D solute transport models. And two important assumptions for 
CXTFIT model were linear equilibrium adsorption with production and decay 
terms and a two site/two region non-equilibrium model 77• In this thesis study, 
CXTFIT model will be utilized as an analytical solution to fit the experimentally 
obtained data. 
2.5.3 Classic colloidal filtration theory (CFT): 
In another effort, based on the particle deposition theory, the transport of colloidal 
particles in the porous matrix is dominated by the collision of the particles with a 
matrix surface as well as the attachment of the particles to the matrix surface89, 
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modeled by the CFT model. The CFT model can be employed to quantify the 
nanoparticles deposition with respect to different transport mechanisms: Brownian 
diffusion, interception and gravitational sedimentation (Fig. 2.5). The deposition 
of nanoparticles on porous media involves two consecutive steps: (i) transport of 
particles to the matrix surfaces by Brownian diffusion, interception, and/or 
gravitational sedimentation, and (ii) deposition of particles to the matrix surface 
(the collector)90' 91 • Physical parameters such as particle size, density, pore fluid 
velocity, pore structure, and the accessible surface area of the matrix can affect the 
mass transfer of the particles, whereas the solution and surface chemistry will 
govern the kinetics of particle deposition. 
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Figure 2.5 Transport mechanisms of particles deposition on a collector surface. (from Yao et al92) 
The parameters of single collector efficiency ( T)) and the particle attachment 
efficiency (a) were introduced to describe the above transport process. According 
to Tufenkj i and Elimelech93, the overall single-collector efficiency is the 
summation of the single collector efficiency due to diffusion, interception and 
gravitational sedimentation. The attachment efficiency is introduced to represent 
the fraction of the collision between particles and collectors that lead to 
attachment and can be calculated as: 
a= 2dc In(_£_) 
3(1- s)L77 C0 (2.39) 
where de represents the diameter of a collector. L stands for the length of the 
porous media, E is the porosity of the media and C/C0 is the normalized effluent 
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concentration where C and Co are the particle concentration present at distance L 
and L=O. Typically, Brownian diffusion is identified as the predominant 
mechanism for the removal of nanoparticles by porous media by extensive studl0' 
94
• 
95
• Moreover, for some high-density particles, like iron oxide, the gravitational 
sedimentation is also important for particle removal. 
According to CFT, the removal of particles from liquid phase is controlled by a 
kinetic attachment mechanism which includes processes of mass transfer and 
attachment. The attachment is typically considered to be irreversible. Moreover, 
based on equation 2.29, the kinetics of attachment can be expressed by the first 
order deposition rate coefficient, katt 
(2.40) 
The deposition rate constant kau can be expressed as 
k = _ 3(1 - s )v a 
att 2d 1J 
c 
(2.41) 
The maximum transport distance (Lmax) is defined as the travel distance over 
which 99% removal of nanoparticles occurs and can be calculated via: 
L 2 de 1 
max = -- n{0.01) 
3 (1- f)arJ (2.42) 
CHAPTER THREE 
SURF ACT ANT -ASSISTED SYNTHESIS OF 
SCALE INHIBITOR NANOMATERIALS* 
3.1 Materials and methods: 
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3.1.1 Chemicals Commercial grade phosphonate scale inhibitors used in the study 
are diethylenetriaminepentakis (methylenephosphonic acid) (DTPMP) and his-
hexamethylenetriamine penta (methylene phophonic acid) (BHPMP), both of 
which are with 50% activity. Chemicals such as calcium chloride dihydrate, 
potassium chloride, nitric acid and sodium hydroxide, sodium 
tetradodecylammonium bromide (TTAB), and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 
surfactants are reagent grade and are purchased from Fisher Scientific unless 
otherwise specified. Tritiated water is purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Amersham 
Co. Arlington Height, IL) for the measurement of porosity of porous media. 
Deionized water is prepared by reverse osmosis followed by a four stage ion 
exchange water purification process, consisting of a Barnstead high capacity 
cation/anion column, two Barnstead ultra pure ion exchange columns and then a 
Barnstead organic removal column. 
3.1.2 Preparation of Metai-Phosphonate nanoparticles In a typical nanoparticle 
fabrication process, about 1.5 gram TTAB surfactant was added into 40 ml 0.25 M 
CaC}z solution, followed by constant stirring for 15 min till total dissolution of 
*The content of this chapter has been published at SPE J. 2010 15 (3) 610-617. It was reproduced here as 
submitted and the only changes here are the numbering of tables and figures, which have been renumbered 
to adhere to the format of this thesis. 
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TT AB into the aqueous phase. A clear transparent solution of calcium-TT AB was 
obtained with pH of 6.0. Then, 25ml solution of 0.1 M DTPMP with potassium 
chloride (pH=9.0 neutralized by KOH) was added drop wise to the above solution 
in a two-neck flask under constant stirring. Upon injection of phosphonates into 
calcium solution, a white milky precipitate formed immediately. Typically, the 
solution pH and dissolved calcium and phosphonate concentration was stable after 
15 min and remained so for days. After moderate stirring for 1 hour, the white 
slurry was transferred to a Teflon-lined glass vial and aged at 80 °C in water bath 
for 12 hours. After being filtered through 2Jlm filter to remove the large particles, 
a white suspension with 2% KCl and final pH of 6.5 was acquired, denoted as Ca-
DTPMP. The synthesis ofzinc-DTPMP and zinc-BHPMP nanoslurry followed the 
same route as that of Ca-DTPMP except that surfactant TTAB was replaced by 
SDS in the reaction and denoted as Zn-DTPMP and Zn-BHPMP, respectively. For 
comparison, unmodified Ca-DTPMP and Zn-phosphonate precipitates were also 
synthesized in the absence of surfactant. Once fabricated, these nanofluids were 
utilized for column flow-through experiments, described below. The dry solid 
nanoparticles of each type of metal-phosphonate were obtained from a portion of 
the corresponding nanosuspension by centrifuging the suspension at 6000 rpm for 
15 minutes. After the supernatant was discarded, the solid samples were dried in 
oven at 1 00 °C overnight to remove the interstitial water and characterized by the 
following methods. 
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3.1.3 Characterization method The dried solids obtained from the centrifugation 
of the nanosuspension of Ca/Zn-phosphonate were characterized by X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) and Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM). XRD patterns were recorded on a Ragaku D/max Ultra II 
Powder Diffractometer equipped with a Cu Ka radiation source at 40 KV and 40 
rnA. FT-IR spectra were obtained using a Nicolet FT-IR spectrometer with KBr 
pellet technique. The spectrometer range was 4000 to 400 cm-1• The 
stoichiometric ratio of metal to phosphonate in each metal-phosphonate solid 
sample was determined by dissolving the pre-washed precipitates in IN HCI and 
measuring the aqueous phase metal and phosphorus concentrations. SEM was 
carried out on FEI Quanta 400 ESEM FEG at 15Ke V for particle morphology 
examination. As for the aqueous nanofluid, samples for transition electron 
microscopy (TEM) analysis were prepared by dispersing a certain amount of 
metal-phosphonate in deionized (DI) water and then dipping sample suspension 
onto a copper grid coated with amorphous carbon-holey film, which was air-dried 
overnight in room temperature. TEM analyses were carried out on a JEOL 2000 
FX electron microscope at 130 KV to measure the particle size and to characterize 
the morphology of nanoparticle clusters. 
3.1.4 Nanoparticle column breakthrough experiments Approximately, 12.5 
gram calcite (Iceland spar, Creel Chihuahua, Mexico, 180-250 Jlm) or 12.4 gram 
Ottawa sand (Gibbstown, NJ) was packed into a Pharmacia glass column (GE 
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company), 10 em by 1.0 em ID. Total pore volume (PV) was calculated to be 
around 3.25 ml. Two 10 J.Lffi stainless steel screens (Vici Instrument Co.) were 
place at the front and end fitting of this column. A Gilson 305 HPLC pump 
(Gilson Inc.) was used to load the prepared nanofluids ofmetal-phosphonate with 
2% KCl electrolyte into the column. The flow rate was about 60 ml/hr, which 
corresponded to a linear velocity of 45 m/day. In a typical run, roughly 25 ml of 
nanofluids containing 1.5% (wt/wt) phosphonate inhibitors was injected into the 
calcite column. The physicochemical parameters for migration of nanoparticles in 
column experiments are listed in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 Summery of parameters for migration ofnanoparticle in column experiments 
Parameters Values 
nanoparticle diameter 150 run 
porosity 0.4 
pH of nanofluid 7.5 
electrolyte composition 2% KCl 
calcite particle radius 180-250 urn 
column dimension 10 em by 1cm 
flow rate 45 rnlday 
3.1.5 Nanoparticles squeeze simulation The laboratory squeeze simulation of 
nanoparticle placement was conducted similar to the procedure outlined by Shen 
et al1• Briefly, half of a pore volume (PV) of the prepared metal-phosphonate 
nanofluid (0.9%wt/wt as phosphonates) with 2% KCl was injected into a calcite 
column {Scm length, 1.6 em ID) pre-saturated by solution composed of 1M NaCl 
and 0.01 M NaHC03, followed by 0.5 PV overflush with 1M NaCl. After 18 hr 
shut-in period in which the nanoparticle suspension left in the column attached 
onto the mineral surface, the column was eluted with synthetic brine (0.025M 
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CaCh, 0.015 M NaHC03 and 1M NaCl, sparged with 100% C02) from the 
opposite direction. The column experiments were conducted at 70°C and a linear 
flow velocity of 45 m/day. The effluent solution was collected and analyzed for 
phosphonate, calcium and zinc concentrations to establish the breakthrough curve 
(BTC) or flow back return curves. 
3.1.6 Analytical methods Metals and phosphonates were analyzed by Inductively 
Couples Plasma-Optical Emission Spectrometer (ICP-OES) (Optima 4300 Dv, 
Perkin Elmer). The aqueous samples were diluted 10 fold for ICP measurement. 
Phosphonate was also measured spectrophotomically, where phosphonate was 
UV -persulfate oxidized to orthophosphate and formed a molybdophosphorus 
complex, which was reduced to phosphomolybdenum blue complex with ascorbic 
acid and measured spectrophotomically at 890 nm. The spectrophotometic method 
is able to measure phosphonate at 0.02 to 2.5 mg/L as phosphate, which 
corresponds to 0.024 to 3 mg/L as DTPMP and 0.029 to 3.6 mg/L as BHPMP. 
3.2 Results and discussions: 
3.2.1 Nanoparticle synthesis: 
The morphology of both solid Ca and Zn-phosphonate nanoparticles have 
amorphous microporous structure composed of small particles of various irregular 
shapes (Fig. 3.1). 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.1 (a) SEM image ofthe fabricated Ca-DTPMP nanoparticles in the presence ofTTAB 
cationic surfactant; (b).SEM image of the fabricated Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles in the presence of 
SDS anionic surfactant. 
The micromorphology and particle s1ze were characterized by TEM images 
(Figure 3 .2), where the morphology of the synthesized particles in the presence 
and absence of surfactant were compared. According to Fig. 3 .2a, the morphology 
of Ca-DTPMP particles in the absence of surfactant was highly irregular and the 
particles tended to aggregate. By adding TTAB to the nanosuspension, particle 
size was reduced to 80-150 nm (Fig. 3 .2b ). The cationic surfactant controlled the 
hydrodynamic diameter of Ca-DTPMP, possibly due to increased electrostatic 
repulsion and reduced interfacial tension. The function of surfactant limiting the 
particle size was also found in the case of Zn-phosphonate. The surfactant free 
particles were in irregular shape with micron size (Fig. 3 .2c ); while SDS coated 
Zn-phosphonate nanoparticles were observed in spherical shape (Fig. 3 .2d). 
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(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 3.2 TEM microimages of synthesized Ca-DTPMP (a) Ca-DTPMP nanoparticles in the 
presence ofTTAB cationic surfactant; (b) Ca-DTPMP precipitate without surfactant presence; (c) 
Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles in the presence of SDS anionic surfactant; (d) Zn-DTPMP precipitate 
without surfactant presence. 
The fabricated metal-phosphonate nanoparticles were further studied by means of 
XRD and FT-IR analyses. Different from previous work22, where the obtained 
precipitate was in amorphous state, the XRD patterns of both TT AB modified Ca-
DTPMP and SDS modified Zn-DTPMP (Fig. 3.3), fabricated by surfactant 
assisted route, exhibited peaks at 28 value of 31.7°, 45.5 °, 56.5 ° and 74.5 °. The 
crystalline size can be calculated according to the Scherrer formula96 : 
Dv = KL /(/] ·cos B) (3.1) 
where Dv represents the volume weighted crystalline s1ze; K is the Scherrer 
constant in the range of 0.87 -1.0; L denotes the wavelength of the radiation, which 
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is 1.54A in this work and ~ is the integral breadth of a reflection located at 28. The 
crystallite sizes of the fabricated nanoparticles were calculated to be 17.9 nm and 
18.3 nm for TTAB modified Ca-DTPMP and SDS modified Zn-DTPMP 
respectively. Compared with the reported crystal size of titania-phosphonate 
(EDTMP and DTPMP)97, the crystallites acquired in this work were larger, 
probably due to the difference of coordination property between titanium and 
calcium/zinc and the effect of presence of surfactant. The fabricated solid of Ca 
and Zn-phosphonate nanoparticles were dissolved in lN HCl to measure the 
stoichiometric ratio of cation to phosphonate and the results showed a ratio of 3.95 
for Ca to DTPMP and 4.05 for Zn to DTPMP or BHPMP, suggesting that each 
solid was probably M4H2DTPMP (or BHPMP). 
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Figure 3.3 XRD patterns of(a) Ca-DTPMP nanoparticles; (b) Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles 
During the synthesis process, surfactants play an important role in controlling the 
morphology of the obtained particles due to the fact that surfactants adsorb onto 
the particle surface and alter the interfacial tension98' 99 . The initial stage of the 
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metal phosphonate precipitate formation is essentially a nucleation process, which 
according to the classic nucleation theory44' 98 can be divided into three steps 
(illustrated in Figure 3.4): (i) the formation of a critical nucleus by interaction of 
molecules; (ii) the deposition of nuclei and the formation of crystallite and (iii) the 
formation of large crystals by crystal ripening. Heterogeneous nucleation is the 
predominant formation process for crystals in natural waters, because a large 
supersaturation is needed for homogeneous nucleation. As stated by Stumm and 
Morgan 44, among many factors attributing to influence the nucleation process, the 
interfacial energy is the most important factor determining both thermodynamics 
and kinetics. 
X+X~X2 
X2 +X~X3 
Xm_1 +X ~ Xm ( critial cluster) 
Xm +X~ Xm+1 (nucleation) 
Xm+1 + X ~ crytal growth 
Figure 3.4 Illustration of the nucleation and crystal growth process (revised from Stumm and 
Morgan 100) 
Also, surfactants can serve as surface coating materials to nanoparticles, in which 
their surfaces can be modified, leading to an improved transport performance of 
nanoparticles in porous media28' 101 • As discussed by Rosen99, the dispersion of a 
solid into a liquid can be described as a three-stage process, including (1) the 
wetting of the powder; (2) deaggregation of fragmentation of the particle clusters; 
(3) prevention of reaggregation of the dispersed particles. In the second step, 
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surfactants, if properly chosen, can adsorb in "microcracks in the solid" or cause 
the particle cluster to acquire an electrical charge; and, in the third step they can 
greatly reduce the solid-liquid interfacial tension, leading to a reduction of the 
tendency for dispersed particles to aggregate. Anionic surfactant can increase the 
surface charge of the iron particles and provide electrostatic repulsions between 
particles to inhibit aggregation28, whereas non-ionic surfactant can supply enough 
steric barriers on the surface to stabilize the nanoparticles101 • 
The FT-IR investigation of the nanoparticles can reveal the skeletal structure of 
the samples in solid state. The good overlapping of IR spectra of Ca-DTPMP 
samples with and without surfactant presence in the synthesis procedure testified 
that there was no significant surfactant residue left in the solid sample (Fig. 3 .5). 
The band at 1633 cm"1 and 1460 cm"1 were assigned to the surface adsorbed 
hydroxyl group102 and the C-H bending in -CH2- groups, respectively. The strong 
band at 1090 corresponds to the phosphonate P-o ... M stretching97• The band at 
936cm"1 is due to the P-OH stretching, indicative of the existence of available 
coordination sites for phosphoryl oxygen with metal ion, which is in agreement 
with the available hydrogen presence in the formula of Ca4H2DTPMP, as 
discussed above. Such results are different from that of the titania-phosphonate 
hybrid, where the extensive condensation and coordination of phosphoryl oxygen 
leads to bidentate units97. 
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Figure 3.5 FT-IR spectrum of surfactant modified Ca-DTPMP and Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles 
3.2.2 Nanoparticle transport in porous media: 
The mobility of the surfactant coated and surfactant free Ca-DTPMP nanoparticles 
was investigated by a laboratory column study, in which the nanofluids were 
pumped through the porous media of sand, the predominant composition of 
sandstone, and calcite, which is assumed to be the most reactive component 
among the formation materials. Initially, a tritiated water tracer experiment was 
conducted to determine the pore volume of the packed column. The results 
revealed a porosity of approximately 0.4 for both sand and calcite columns. A 
typical flow through experiment was initiated by conditioning the column with 1 
M NaCl solution until the effluent solution reached stable pH and then 
approximately 15 milliliters of metal-inhibitor nanofluids with 2% KCl were 
pumped through the column. The change in the normalized effluent particle 
concentration ( C/C0 ) as a function of number of pore volumes of the nanofluids 
flowed through the column is plotted in Fig. 3 .6. The transport of unmodified Ca-
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DTPMP and surfactant modified nanoparticles in calcite column was different 
(Fig. 3.6). There was no breakthrough for the unmodified Ca-DTPMP particles. 
Whereas, the surfactant TT AB modified Ca-DTPMP nanoparticles showed 100% 
breakthrough after around 1 PV of flow. Similar BTCs can be observed for Ca-
DTPMP nanoparticles passing through sand column, indicating that the 
retardation of nanoparticles through the porous media was negligible. This 
argument can be further verified by fitting the experimentally obtained data to a 
one-dimensional advection/dispersion equation using CXTFIT program, assuming 
a local equilibrium and linear isotherm developed by Parker and van 
Genuchten103• Table 3.2 summarized the retardation factor and dispersivity values 
obtained from the CXTFIT program. The breakthrough curves of Ca-DTPMP in 
two types of porous media (Figure 3.6) showed that, with flow rate of 45 m/day, 
the Ca-DTPMP nanoparticles transport can be characterized with a retardation 
factor of 1.04 to 1.09 and dispersivity of 0.4 to 0.4 7 em in sand and calcite media. 
Therefore, this type of nanoparticles shows a promise for the field application 
where nanoparticles can be injected into the formation materials and transport 
further away from the injection point. 
Table 3.2 Summery of the retardation factor and dispersivity value obtained from the analytical 
modeling using CXTFIT code 
Conditions R Dispersivity (em)* 
3H20 Tracer in calcite 
Nanoparticles in sand media 
Nanoparticles in calcite media 
1 
1.043±0.034 
1.091±0.029 
0.03868±0.0156 
0.401±0.218 
0.474±0.162 
* Dispersivity (a = o/v ) is characteristics of the porous medium. 
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Figure 3.6 TTAB coated Ca-DTPMP nanoparticle breakthrough curves in calcite and sand porous 
media together with unmodified Ca-DTPMP precipitate in calcite media. 
In another effort, based on the particle deposition theory, the transport of colloidal 
particles in the porous matrix is dominated by the collision of the particles with a 
matrix surface as well as the attachment of the particles to the matrix surface104. 
The parameters of single collector efficiency ( rt) and the particle attachment 
efficiency (a) were introduced to describe the above transport process. The 
attachment efficiency a , for the metal-phosphonate particle in the calcite and sand 
can be calculated from the observed normalized concentration of C/C0 in the 
column test by the following equation92 : 
a =-
2dc ln(C I C ) 
3(1- f)L7J a (3.2) 
where de represents the diameter of a collector, which is assumed to be spherical. 
In this work, the diameter of the collectors of calcite and sand were roughly 200 
J.lm. L stands for the length of the porous media (L= lO em in this work), f is the 
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porosity of the media (f=0.4 in this work) and C/C0 is the normalized effluent 
concentration where C and C0 are the particle concentration present at distance L 
and L=O. The single collector efficiency (11) is a function of various physical 
parameters, including the flow velocity, porosity, collector grain size and 
temperature93• Several online calculators are available to calculate 11 105 and the 
value of 11 as 0.0322 was obtained for the transport of fabricated nanoparticles 
through calcite with grain size of around 200 Jll1l. Typically, for particles with size 
of hundreds nanometers, the predominant process in determining the fate of the 
particles is the brownian diffusion44• Based on equation (3.2) and the BTCs in Fig. 
3.6, the values of a were calculated to be 0.0028 and 0.0014 for surfactant 
modified Ca-DTPMP nanoparticles through calcite and sand, respectively and 2.7 
for non surfactant modified Ca-DTPMP in calcite. The fact that a for non 
surfactant modified Ca-DTPMP is larger than one is probably attributed to the 
uncertainty in the calculation of 11 in this case. Obviously, the surfactant exerted a 
deciding influence in inhibiting the nanoparticles from being collected and 
removed by calcite media. In order to maintain the stability of clay materials in the 
downhole formation and avoid the formation damage, certain salinity is required 
to be added to the injection solution. The stability of the fabricated nanofluids 
with surfactant assisted synthesis route is greatly enhanced. The surfactant 
containing nanofluids with 2% KCl can be stable for one week. Furthermore, KCl 
did not limit the migration of nanoparticles, indicated by the above transport data. 
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3.2.3 Nanoparticle squeeze simulation: 
The laboratory squeeze simulation is aimed at studying inhibitor placement in the 
formation by monitoring inhibitor return concentrations. Kan et al reported that a 
longer squeeze life was observed in acidic squeeze treatment, where most of the 
acidic inhibitors were retained near the wellbore, whereas more neutral inhibitors 
were able to migrate farther away from the wellbore but the squeeze life is 
shorter9. In Fig. 3.7a is plotted three inhibitor return curves: one of Ca-DTPMP 
nanoslurry of this study, one of Ca-DTPMP nanoslurry and one of acidic DTPMP 
pill in the previous work22 . These three return experiments were carried out by 
injecting half a PV of scale inhibitor solution in 2% KCl and at active DTPMP 
concentrations of 0.9%, 0.9% and 0.8%, respectively. The difference between the 
return curves of Ca-DTPMP nanoslurry of this work and that of previous work 
may be attributed to the difference of formation matrix (calcite for this work and 
Frio formation sandstone for previous work) and also the surface coating materials 
(TTAB in this work versus polyphosphino-carboxylic acid in the previous work). 
When the acidic pill was injected into a sandstone media, only 450 pore volumes 
of flow were returned with phosphonate concentration above 0.5 mg/L. When Ca-
DTPMP nanoparticles was injected, phosphonate return concentrations were 
above lmg/L for over 1000 PV and 0.5 mg/L for over 2000 PV (Fig. 3.7a). It 
showed the similar patterns for the squeeze simulation of the fabricated Zn-
phosphonate nanoparticles (Fig. 3.7b), where the initial effluent concentration was 
only around a few hundred milligrams per liter, indicating that majority of the 
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loaded nanoparticles attached to the surface of calcite minerals. BHPMP is one of 
the most effective barite inhibitors. However, BHPMP shows a much shorter 
squeeze life than that of DTPMP and other inhibitors8. In Figure 3. 7b, we 
demonstrate that the squeeze life of SDS modified Zn-BHPMP nanoparticles was 
comparable to that of modified Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles. The slow release of the 
inhibitors from metal-phosphonate particles is controlled by a dissolution process, 
which leads to a phase transition phenomenon. Based on the solution speciation 
model proposed by Tomson et al59, the negative logarithm ion product of 
Ca3R.Phn (piP=-log ([Ca]3[H]4[Phn]) is illustrated in Fig. 3.8. Clearly, DTPMP 
was transitioned from an amorphous solid to a crystalline phase with piP similar 
to that reported previously by the author's research group. There was a long 
transition period between these two phases, where the amorphous precipitate 
gradually transformed to the crystalline state with much lower solubility. This 
accounts for the slow dissolution of the nanoparticles in the squeeze simulation 
process. 
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Figure 3.7 (a) The return curves of TTAB coated Ca-DTPMP nanoparticles in calcite media in 
this work; acidic DTPMP pill and PPCA coated Ca-DTPMP nanoparticles in sandstone media 
from Shen et al22 ; (b) The return curves of SDS coated Zn-DTPMP and Zn-BHPMP 
nanoparticles in calcite column in this study 
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Figure 3.8 DTPMP concentration and calculated solubility product vs. number of pore volumes 
from the return of TT AB coated Ca-DTPMP nanoparticles in calcite column. 
3.3 Conclusions: 
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In this work, surfactants modified nanoparticles of Ca-DTPMP, Zn-DTPMP and 
Zn-BHPMP were fabricated in a simple and economical manner where no external 
sonication energy input was needed. Surface characterization of the morphology 
of the above particles indicated that they were porous structured materials. The 
addition of surfactants as surface coating materials plays an important role in 
regulating the nanoparticles stability and morphology. Also, the adsorption of 
surfactants to particles enhanced their mobility in both calcite and sand based 
porous media, where nanoparticles showed similar migration ability as inert 
tracer. The potential application of synthesized nanoparticles in oil fields was 
tested by laboratory squeeze simulations, where phosphonate nanoparticles were 
delivered further away from the injection point and flow back at reasonable 
concentrations required to inhibit most scale formation for a large volume of 
production brine. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
SILICA-BASED ZINC-DTPMP INHIBITOR NANOMATERIALSt 
Abstract: 
In this study, a silica templated synthesis route was adopted for fabrication of 
zinc-phosphonate nanoparticles to expand their use in the delivery of phosphonate 
inhibitors into formation core materials for scale control. Transition divalent metal 
Zn2+ was chosen due to its ability to significantly increase inhibitor retention and 
effectiveness. Zinc chloride was first adsorbed onto the surface of 22 nm silica 
particles, followed by gradual addition of diethylenetriaminepentakis 
(methylenephosphonic acid) (DTPMP) to form nanometer sized particles in the 
presence of sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS) surfactant. The physical 
and chemical properties of the synthesized Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoparticle slurry 
(nanofluid) have been carefully evaluated. The nanofluid was stable at 70°C in 1 
% KCl at pH 6.7 for over 12 hours. The transport of the synthesized nanofluid 
through calcite and sandstone formation porous media has been investigated using 
column breakthrough experiments and modeled with a 1-D advection-dispersion 
equation. The nanofluid was transportable through these media and near total 
breakthrough could be obtained by pre-flushing the media with an anionic SDBS 
surfactant solution. The diafiltration experiment was designated to transform the 
nanoslurry into a less soluble phase, and such materials demonstrated a much 
t The content of this chapter has been accepted at SP E J. 20 11. It was reproduced here as submitted and the 
only changes here are the numbering of tables and figures, which have been renumbered to adhere to the 
format of this thesis. 
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longer inhibitor lifetime compared to the untreated ones. The long-term flow back 
performance of the fabricated nanofluid was examined via a laboratory squeeze 
simulation test where the nanoparticles gradually returned phosphonate inhibitors 
in the flow back brine solution, and the normalized return volume was comparable 
to conventional squeeze treatment. 
4.1 Introduction: 
Scales are inorganic deposits resulting from brine solutions and scale formation is 
a significant problem in the oil and gas industry1' 2' 4' 13' 45' 106• The causes of scale 
formation depend on the scale of interest. For example, the precipitation of calcite 
(calcium carbonate) scale is due to pressure depletion that causes C02 degassing, 
while the primary causes of barite (barium sulfate) scale results from the mixing 
of incompatible waters in the reservoir1' 2• The most common and effective 
method to prevent scale formation is to deliver threshold scale inhibitors, e.g., 
phosphonates into the downhole formation via squeeze treatment. The squeeze 
treatment performance could be greatly improved by precipitation treatment, 
which is carried out by adjusting the solution chemistry to form inhibitor 
complexes. The precipitate solubility and the rate of release of inhibitors to the 
production brine control the inhibitor return concentration as well as the squeeze 
lifetime13' 19• However, the concern for the precipitation squeeze is the formation 
blockage induced by inhibitor salt formation near the wellbore19• Some recent 
advances in oilfield scale control technologies include the utilization ofviscosified 
fluids and non-aqueous inhibitor solutions54• Viscosified fluids were investigated 
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to place scale inhibitors in target formation via bullheaded application107• 108• Non-
aqueous scale inhibitor solutions were developed in order to avoid damages 
induced by the aqueous squeeze treatment109"112• 
As easily accessible hydrocarbons become less available, developments in 
offshore deepwater become more important for hydrocarbon production 113• In the 
offshore deepwater production, scale formation is a serious flow assurance 
challenge with significant production reduction and high cost. The principle scale 
formation mechanisms in offshore production include: 1) the decrease in pressure 
at increased brine temperatures; 2) the mixing of two incompatible fluids and 3) 
the salt concentration increases induced by brine evaporation8' 45' 114• It will be of 
great advantage to develop a novel strategy to deliver the inhibitors into the 
downhole formation, control their placement and manage the return concentration 
with improved reliability, effectiveness and inhibitor lifetime. As an alternative to 
the conventional precipitation squeeze, the phosphonate inhibitors can be 
potentially delivered into the formation porous media via a nanofluid injection 
approach22• 115• The nanofluid is comprised of nanometer sized particles containing 
phosphonate inhibitors. In previous studies, two different synthesis strategies were 
deployed to fabricate metal-phosphonate nanoslurries by employing one 
polyarylate polymer and one surfactant as surface coating materials to regulate the 
surface morphology of the nanoparticles22' 115• The surface coating materials 
controlled size and altered the surface chemistry of the particles to inhibit particle 
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aggregation. The nanoparticles could then travel through the calcite porous 
medium to deliver the phosphonates to the target zones in column experiments. 
Moreover, the potential application of the fabricated nanoparticles was evaluated 
via laboratory squeeze simulation, where phosphonate inhibitors were returned 
slowly as flow back with synthetic brine. 
Kan et al.116 reported that the addition of the first transition element cations, e.g. 
zinc, in the phosphonate inhibitor pill solution could improve the inhibition 
efficiency and significantly enhance the squeeze lifetime of BHPMP inhibitors. 
The improved scale inhibition effect might be caused by the complex of transition 
metal with the amine group of the phosphonates. Zinc (borderline Lewis acid) 
with 3d10 subshell electrons could form complexes with phosphate, carboxylate 
and amine groups, the primary functional groups in the phosphonates. Regarding 
the metal ligand complexation: 1) the stability constants for zinc with the amines 
are much higher than that of phosphate or acetate116' 117; and 2) the stability 
constants of zinc with amines (glycine and ethylenediamine) are much higher than 
that of the alkaline earth ions, indicating the stronger covalancy in the complexes 
of zinc and the amines. Experimentally obtained data118-121 confirms that the 
stability constants for the transition metal ions with three phosphonates of AMP, 
NTMP and EDTMP are much higher than for alkaline earth metal ions because of 
the presence of the amine groups in the molecular structure of these compounds. 
The strong interaction between the phosphonates and zinc may affect both the 
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properties of phosphonate inhibitors and the squeeze lifetime. Subsequently, zinc-
phosphonate nanoparticles were prepared in this study in order to take advantage 
of the strong interaction between zinc and the amine groups ofthe phosphonates. 
In oilfield scale treatment operations, a squeeze treatment is generally initiated by 
a preflush treatment where a surfactant solution is injected to increase the wetness 
of the formation and to condition the formation rock by altering the wettability to 
enhance the scale inhibitor retention99' 122• Moreover, due to its property of 
adsorption on rock surfaces, the surfactant is employed for foam propagation for 
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) applications. EOR foams are normally examined at 
surfactant concentrations in the range of 0.1-1%, which are above the critical 
micelle concentration (erne) for most foaming surfactants in brine. It has been 
observed that the surfactant preflush could affect the inhibitor return 
concentrations. A scale inhibitor squeeze modeling study was carried out to 
simulate the surfactant preflush effect by considering the process reversibility, 
volumes of surfactant injected, and the adsorption of the surfactant to the rock 
surface123• In this study, the effect of anionic surfactant preflush to enhance 
inhibitor nanoparticles transport in formation core porous media will be discussed. 
Recently, the silica template-based synthesis approach has been reported as a 
promising strategy in producing a variety of nanostructured materials, e.g., 
ordered mesoporous carbon thick films29, cross-linked polymeric nanocapsules31 , 
palladium nanowires32 and macroporous platinum33 . During these synthesis 
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reactions, silica plays an important role in determining the structure and 
morphology of the fabricated nanoparticles as a structure directing agent. Silica 
nanoparticles can provide various porous frameworks with a wide range of pore 
sizes, well-defined morphology, and various chemical functionalities29• 30. As a 
continuation of our previous work, in this study a similar route was followed to 
fabricate the zinc-phosphonate nanoparticles by means of a silica templating 
method. The obtained nanofluids were flushed through calcite and sandstone core 
materials to evaluate their transport performance in these porous media. The 
designed silica-based zinc-phosphonate nanoslurry was further developed into a 
less soluble phase through diafiltration treatment. Finally, a laboratory squeeze 
simulation was carried out to test the potential application of the developed zinc-
phosphonate nanoslurry. 
4.2 Materials and methods: 
4.2.1 Chemicals Commercial grade diethylenetriamine pentakis 
(methylenephosphonic acid) (DTPMP) with 50% activity was chosen as the scale 
inhibitor. Silica nanoslurry (30% wt/wt) with particle size of 22 nm and surface 
area of 135 m2/g was purchased from Nyacol Inc. (Ashland, MA). Chemicals such 
as zinc chloride, sodium chloride, nitric acid, sodium hydroxide, piperazine-1,4-
bis (2-ethanesulfonic acid) sodium salt (PIPES) and sodium dodecylbenzene 
sulfonate (SDBS) were reagent grade and purchased from Fisher Scientific unless 
otherwise specified. Tritiated water was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
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(Amersham Co. Arlington Height, IL). Deionized water (DI water) was prepared 
by reverse osmosis followed by a four stage ion exchange water purification 
process, consisting of a high capacity cation/anion column, two ultra pure ion 
exchange columns and an organics removal column (Barnstead Internationals, 
Dubuque, lA). 
4.2.2 Silica-zinc-DTPMP nanofluid synthesis In a typical synthesis experiment, 
a silica nanoslurry (5% wt/wt) was prepared by diluting a silica stock slurry with 
DI water and the slurry pH was adjusted to 4 with 1 N HCl. ZnCh (0.3 M) was 
prepared in DI water and solution pH was adjust to 4.5 with 1 N HCl. The ZnCh 
solution (16 ml) was added dropwise to the silica nanoslurry (50 ml) while the 
solution was vigorously stirred by a magnetic stirrer. The mixed Zn-silica slurry 
was heated to 70°C in a water bath and stirred for 15 min. A DTPMP solution (0.1 
M) was prepared by diluting the DTPMP stock solution with DI water and the 
solution pH was adjusted to 9 with KOH. While the Zn-silica slurry was stirred, 
DTPMP (12 ml) was gradually added to the slurry using a syringe pump (Harvard 
Apparatus Inc., Holliston, MA). Immediately upon injection of DTPMP into the 
Zn-silica slurry, white Zn-DTPMP precipitates formed. Once the addition of 
DTPMP was completed, a SDBS solution (10% wt/wt, 3 ml) and PIPES powder 
(1 gram) were slowly added to the above mixture with continuously stirring. The 
formed Zn-DTPMP slurry was at ~6.7 pH with 1% KCl. Typically, the solution 
pH and the concentrations of dissolved Zn2+ and DTPMP became stable after 15 
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minutes and remained constant for days. In order to further disperse the 
precipitates and stabilize the nanoslurry, the above Zn-DTPMP slurry was 
sonicated by a probe ultrasonicator (Sonics & Materials Inc., Newtown, CT) for 5 
minutes to form a stable nanofluid. Once fabricated, the silica-zinc-DTPMP (Si-
Zn-DTPMP) nanofluid was employed for the column flow-through experiments 
described below. The Si-Zn-DTPMP solids were separated by centrifuging the 
nanofluid at 8500 rpm for 15 minutes and then dried in an oven at 1 00°C 
overnight to remove the interstitial water and characterized by the following 
methods. 
4.2.3 Characterization method Transition electron microscopy (TEM) analysis 
was carried out on a JEOL 2000 FX electron microscope at 130 KV. Samples for 
TEM analysis were prepared by dispersing a certain amount of nanofluids in DI 
water and then dripping sample suspension onto a copper grid coated with 
amorphous carbon-holey film. The dried solids obtained from the centrifugation of 
the Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoslurry were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), 
Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 
XRD patterns were studied on a Ragaku D/max Ultra II Powder Diffractometer 
equipped with a Cu Ka radiation source at 40 KV and 40 rnA. FT-IR spectra were 
acquired on a Nicolet FT-IR spectrometer with KBr pellet technique with the 
spectrometer range of 4000 to 400 cm-1• SEM was carried out on FEI Quanta 400 
ESEM FEG at 15Ke V for particle morphology examination. 
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4.2.4 N anoparticle column breakthrough experiments Transport behavior of 
Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles through core porous media was investigated through 
a series of column experiments. The experimental setup included a glass column, 
a syringe pump and a fraction collector similar to that of previous studies22' 115. 
The core materials in this study included calcite (Iceland spar, Creel Chihuahua, 
Mexico) and Berea sandstone (Vermillion, Ohio), both in the grain size range of 
180-250 J.tm. These materials were first washed by lmM acetic acid to remove 
fine particles and impurities, followed by DI water rinsing. The treated core 
materials were packed into an Omnifit column 0.66 em ID, 7 em length (Bio-
Chem Fluidics, Boonton, NJ). Two 10 J.tm stainless steel screens (VICI Instrument 
Co., Houston TX) were placed at the front and end of this column to maintain core 
material particles inside the column. In order to achieve a uniform column packing 
and to prevent air entrapment, the column was saturated with 1M NaCl solution 
from the bottom and the porous medium was added from the top into the solution 
while the column was constantly tapped by a rubber rod until the column was 
fully packed. A non reactive tracer (tritiated water, 3H20) solution was injected 
into the column for ~3 pore volumes (PV). Following the tracer test, a Si-Zn-
DTPMP nanoslurry transport experiment was carried out by flushing ~4 PV s of 
the inhibitor nanofluid through the column. The flow rates varied from 3 ml hr-1 to 
54 ml hr-1, which correspond to linear flow velocities of 10 to 180ft/day. 
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4.2.5 Development of the prepared nanoslurry Following the initial nanoslurry 
synthesis reaction, the Si-Zn-DTPMP precipitates were transferred to an Amicon 
stirred diafiltration cell (Amicon, Inc. Beverly, MA). The Amicon cell was 
equipped with a 100,000 molecular weight cutoff ultrafiltration membrane 
(Amicon YM 100) and a mounted suspended magnetic stirring bar for constant 
stirring. A stock solution of 0.8 M sodium chloride, 0.08 M sodium acetate and 
0.1 M calcium chloride (5.5 pH) was prepared. The nanoslurry was diafiltered 
with 0.75 L of the calcium brine at 90 mllhr flow rate and 70°C. During the 
diafiltration process, the solution in the diafiltration cell was forced through the 
ultrafiltration membrane at constant flow rate under pressure of around 5 psi. The 
solution inside the diafiltration cell was constantly refilled with the stock solution 
from a reservoir. In another experiment, a stock brine solution of 0.8 M sodium 
chloride, 0.08 M sodium acetate and 750 mg/L zinc as zinc chloride (5.5 pH) was 
prepared. A comparable amount of nanoslurry was added into the diafiltration cell 
and continuously diafiltered with 1.25 L ofthe zinc brine at a flow rate of90 mL/h 
and 70°C in order to produce precipitates in a less soluble phase. The resulting 
materials were stored at 70°C as a suspension for the laboratory squeeze 
simulation experiment. 
4.2.6 Nanoparticles squeeze simulation The developed Si-Zn-DTPMP 
nanoslurry from the diafiltration experiment was dispersed in a SDBS solution 
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(0.3% wt/wt) by a probe ultrasonicator (Sonics & Materials Inc., Newtown, CT) 
for 5 min. The laboratory squeeze simulation of nanoparticle placement was 
conducted in a procedure outlined in our previous studyu5. Briefly, at 70°C a 
calcite column (0.66 em ID, 7 em length) was saturated by a solution of 1M NaCl 
and 0.01 M NaHC03• Then, the column was flushed with a SDBS solution (0.3% 
wt/wt) for several PVs. Half of a PV of Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoslurry was injected 
into the column, followed by 0.5 PV overflush brine of 1M NaCl. After 24 hr 
shut-in period in which nanoparticles in the column were allowed to attach onto 
the mineral surface, the column was eluted with synthetic brine (0.025M CaCh, 
0.015 M NaHC03 and 1M NaCl, sparged with 100% C02) from the opposite 
direction. The column experiments were conducted at 70°C and at a linear flow 
velocity of 135 ft/day. The effluent solution was collected and analyzed for 
solution pH, phosphonate, calcium and zinc concentrations. 
4.2. 7 Analytical methods Metals and phosphonates were analyzed by Inductively 
Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectrometer (ICP-OES) (Optima 4300 Dv, 
Perkin Elmer). The aqueous samples were diluted for ICP measurement. 
Phosphonates were also oxidized to orthophosphate and formed 
phosphomolybdenum blue complex with ascorbic acid and measured 
spectrophotometrically at 890 nm wavelength 58• Spectrophotometric method is 
able to measure phosphonate from 0.02 to 2.5 mg!L as phosphate, which 
corresponds to 0.024 to 3 mg/L as DTPMP. 
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4.3 Results and discussions: 
4.3.1. Synthesis of Si-Zn-DTPMP nanofluid: 
Variations in particle size and zeta potential in each step of the nanofluid synthesis 
procedure are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The final nanoparticles were around 100 nm 
in diameter with a zeta potential of -55 m V. The surfactant modified nanofluid 
was stable for more than 12 hours. Silica nanoparticles were chosen as the 
template materials for metal-phosphonate nanofluid preparation due to low cost, 
absence of toxicity, low point-of-zero charge (pzc) of 2.5 124, and stability in 
aqueous solution. Initially, the diluted silica nanoparticles were 22 nm with a zeta 
potential of -25 mV (step 0, Fig. 4.1). The addition ofHCl to the silica nanoslurry 
increased the particle zeta potential by neutralizing the negative charge on the 
particle surface (step 1, Fig. 4.1). When the ZnC12 solution was added to the silica 
nanoslurry, the Zn2+ ions adsorbed onto the surface of the silica particles, 
indicated by the increase of zeta potential (step 2, Fig. 4.1). Formation of Zn-
DTPMP precipitates was achieved by slowly adding DTPMP solution into the Zn-
silica mixture (step 3, Fig. 4.1). The particle size of the Si-Zn-DTPMP 
nanoparticles was controlled by adding a SDBS surfactant solution into the above 
mixture (step 4, Fig. 4.1). Addition of SDBS surfactants not only regulated the 
particle size but also considerably reduced the zeta potential of the nanoparticles 
to below -50 m V (Fig. 4.1 ), which was stable against coagulation. The size of 
nanoparticles was further reduced to ~ 100 nm by ultrasonication treatment (step 5, 
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Fig. 4.1 ). Similar to the effect of the cationic and anionic surfactants on the 
fabricated metal-phosphonate nanoparticles in our previous study115, the anionic 
SDBS surfactants controlled the hydrodynamic diameter of the Si-Zn-DTPMP 
particles by increasing the electrostatic repulsive interaction, and by reducing the 
interfacial tension of the fabricated nanoparticles44' 99 . 
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Figure 4.1 Zeta potential and particle size variations in five steps of nanoslurry synthesis 
Step 0: Prepare 5% silica nanoslurry; Step 1: Adjust the silica nanoslurry pH to 4 with 1 N HCI; 
Step 2: Add ZnCh solution to silica slurry; Step 3: Slowly add DTPMP solution to zinc-silica 
slurry; Step 4: Add SDBS solution and PIPES powder to the Si-Zn-DTPMP mixture; Step 5: 
Sonicate the Si-Zn-DTPMP slurry with an ultrasonic probe. 
In Fig. 4.2 is plotted the TEM microimages of the Si-Zn-DTPMP precipitates. The 
Si-Zn-DTPMP precipitates in the absence of the surfactants were irregular in 
shape and particles tended to aggregate, while the surfactant modified 
nanoparticles were spherical and monodispersed. According to the SEM and XRD 
analysis (Fig. 4.3), the nanoparticle precipitates were amorphous solids. The 
skeletal structure of the obtained nanoparticle solids was investigated by FT-IR. In 
Fig. 4.4 is plotted the FT-IR spectra of the Si-Zn-DTPMP precipitates in the 
presence and absence of the surfactants and of Zn-DTPMP nanoparticle 
precipitates prepared previously115 . The FT-IR spectra of different samples were 
similar, indicating that there was no substantial amount of surfactants left in the 
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solids and that the presence of silica did not affect the structure of the Zn-DTPMP 
precipitates. 
a b 
Figure 4.2 TEM microimages of the fabricated Si-Zn-DTPMP precipitates: (a) Si-Zn-DTPMP 
precipitates without SDBS surfactant; (b) Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles in the presence of SDBS. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) SEM microimage ofthe Si-Zn-DTPMP solid; (b) XRD profile ofthe Si-Zn-
DTPMP solid. 
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Figure 4.4 FT-IR spectrum of Si-Zn-DTPMP precipitates 
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4.3.2 Nanoparticles transport in porous media: 
Initially, a tracer test was carried out to determine the PV and other physical 
parameters of the packed column. In Fig. 4.5a is plotted the breakthrough curves 
of the tritiated water (the tracer) through calcite and sandstone porous media. 
Table 4.1 summarizes the physical parameters of the porous media obtained from 
the tracer breakthrough tests. The hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (D) in each 
porous medium was acquired by fitting the 1-D advection-dispersion equation 
(ADE) to the experimentally obtained data using CXTFIT code, assuming the 
retardation factor of one. The pore velocity was approximately 3.5 em min-1 in the 
two porous media. The dispersion coefficient (D) in the calcite medium was lower 
than that in the sandstone medium, indicative of lower dispersion in calcite. The 
calculated D values in this study were comparable to the results reported in the 
study of the transport of carboxymethyl cellulose stabilized iron nanoparticles 
through several glass beads and sandy materials with similar linear flow rates90• 
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Figure 4.5 Breakthrough curves of (a) 3H20 tracer and (b) Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles in calcite 
and sandstone porous media. Curves are CXTFIT model results. 
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Table 4.1 Pro erties of the oro us media and arameters from the tracer tests 
Porous 
medium 
Calcite 
Sandstone 
Particle size 
m 
180-250 
180-250 
Porosity, & 
0.427 
0.451 
0.994 
0.999 
The nanoparticle breakthrough curves (BTC) can be established by plotting the 
change in the normalized effluent nanoparticle concentrations as a function of the 
number of PVs. The nanoparticle concentrations were reported by measuring the 
total phosphorous concentrations in the aqueous solution as determined by ICP. 
Based on the BTCs of the Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles through two types of 
porous media under similar flow rates (Fig. 4.5b ), the effluent nanoparticle 
concentrations reached a plateau at around 2.5 PVs with different breakthrough 
levels (C/C0 ). Such behavior indicates that the nanoparticles were removed at a 
constant rate in each medium and the removal is controlled by a first-order kinetic 
mechanism 78• 80• 90• 
The transport of particles through porous media has been studied extensively and 
several modeling work has been accomplished to quantify such processes80• 92• 125-
127
• In this study, the transport ofnanoparticles through the porous medium can be 
described by the following ADE with an additional term to express for the first-
order removaC8• 79• 128: 
ac B2C ac 
R-=D--v--J C (4.1) 
at & 2 ax d 
where C (mg L-1) is the nanoparticle concentration at a given time; t (min) is the 
time; D (cm2 min-1) is the dispersion coefficient; x (em) represents the distance 
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downstream; v (em min-I) is the linear velocity or pore velocity; and Jd (min-I) 
denotes the removal rate coefficient. A retardation factor R is included in Eq. 4.1 
to account for the retardation effect arising from the adsorption of nanoparticles to 
the porous medium: 
(4.2) 
where p (g mri) is the density of the porous medium; Kd (cm3 g-I) denotes the 
distribution coefficient of the nanoparticles between the solid and aqueous phases; 
and E represents the porosity of the medium. While migrating through the porous 
medium, the nanoparticles were removed by the porous medium at a constant 
removal rate, Jd (min-I), which can be calculated based on the filtration theory80• 8I: 
(4.3) 
where L (em) is the length of the porous medium; Ce (mg L-I) is the steady-state 
effluent concentration of the nanoparticles; and C0 (mg L-I) is the influent 
nanoparticle concentration. Based on the linear flow rate values listed in Table 4.1 
and the Jd values from Eq. 4.3, the R values were determined by fitting Eq. 4.1 to 
the nanoparticle BTCs via CXTFIT code. The values of each parameter obtained 
from CXTFIT fitting are listed in Table 4.2a. 
According to Table 4.2a, at similar pore velocities, the transport of Si-Zn-DTPMP 
nanoparticles reached a higher breakthrough level in the sandstone medium. The 
nanoparticles also experienced a lower level of retardation effect in sandstone, 
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even though the R value for the other media was comparable. The Jd values were 
also lower in sandstone than in calcite, indicative of less hindrance in the 
sandstone medium. Calcite is the most reactive component in the downhole 
formation 4. The experimentally used sandstone was a mixture of different types of 
minerals, including quartz, feldspar, ankerite, clay and kaolinite106. Based on the 
reported data of the dissolution rates of different minerals44' 129' 130, it can be stated 
that the dissolution rate of calcite is considerably higher (four to five orders of 
magnitude) than that of silicates at pH=7. Therefore, it can be assumed that the 
calcite medium released more mobile calcium ions into the pore space solution 
when flushing the Si-Zn-DTPMP nanofluid through the core materials. The 
released calcium ions then formed precipitates with the aqueous phase 
phosphonate species, which delayed the migration of the nanoparticles in the 
calcite medium. 
Table 4.2a. Parameters for the breakthrou 
Porous 
medium 
Calcite 
Sandstone 
Table 4.2b. Parameters for the breakthrou 
Porous Flow rate Pore velocity, v Dispersion coefficient, D 
medium (mlhr1) (em min-') (cm1 min-1) 
Calcite 38.07 4.347 0.315±0.258 
Sandstone 27.18 2.908 0.200±0.066 
BTievels, 
etc. 
0.724 
0.799 
Breakthrough levels, 
etc. 
0.971 
0.996 
results without surfactant oreflush 
Retardation Removal rate , Jd ? 
factor, R (min"1 
1.576 0.157 
1.276 0.119 
Retardation factor, removal rate , J• 
R (min-') 
1.327±0.169 0.0024 
1.007±0.016 0.0002 
0.963 
0.990 
0.962 
0.993 
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4.3.3 Enhanced nanoparticle breakthrough by surfactant preflush 
The effect of surfactant preflush on nanoparticle transport in porous media was 
examined in column experiments by flushing the porous media with a 0.3% 
(wt/wt) SDBS surfactant solution for ~7 PVs prior to the nanoparticle injection 
(Fig. 4.6). The experimental data were fitted with the ADE using CXTFIT code 
and the modeling results are summarized in Table 4.2b. Compared to the transport 
experiments without a SDBS preflush wherein the breakthrough levels were 0.72 
and 0.79 (Table 4.2a), nearly total breakthrough in each porous medium could be 
obtained after surfactant preflush. The surface charge of the minerals in aqueous 
solution is affected by many experimental conditions, including solution pH, 
partial pressure of C02, the presence of metal ions and ionic strength. The pzc of 
calcite is around 8 pH and the pzc for sandstone is about 6 pH at the condition of 
Pc02=10"3·5 atm and 0.1 M ionic strength131 -133• At the experimental condition of 
6.7 pH, the calcite surface should be positively charged and sandstone surface 
charge would be close to neutral. The anionic surfactant SDBS adsorbed to the 
mineral surface and modified the mineral surface chemistry, with charge reversal 
occurring. This charge reversal enhanced the electrostatically repulsive interaction 
between the surface and the nanoparticles, which were also negatively charged 
(Fig. 4.1). Similarly, Shen et al.22 observed that the transport of Ca-DTPMP 
nanoparticles through the calcite porous medium was considerably enhanced in 
the presence of anionic PPCA, while the majority of the precipitates were 
collected by calcite at the front side of the column in the absence of PPCA. It was 
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assumed that the surface charge of calcite reversed from positive to negative as a 
result of adsorption of PPCA, which improved the repulsive interaction between 
the nanoparticles and the surface and decreased the deposition rate of Ca-DTPMP 
in the porous media. 
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Figure 4.6. Surfactant preflush enhanced nanoparticles transport in two porous media of (a) 
calcite, (b) sandstone. Curves are CXTFIT model results. 
On the other hand, hydrophobic moieties of fatty acids or surfactants may block 
the surface groups at the mineral surface, thus retarding mineral dissolution 44 . 
Hoskin et al. 134 proposed that the polyalkoxy sulfonate surfactants can be utilized 
as scale inhibitors and the surfactant molecules adsorbed onto the active sites on 
the surface of scale nuclei to prevent scale formation. Moreover, extensive 
studies8' 9 on NTMP inhibitors interaction with formation rocks revealed that 
approximately twenty layers of phosphonate coverage on calcite surface can retard 
calcite dissolution. The retarded calcite dissolution leads to less divalent metal 
ions released into solution and the formation of more soluble calcium phosphonate 
solids. In this study, the SDBS surfactants may have adsorbed onto the surface of 
the porous media and inhibited the mineral dissolution, leading to less metal ions 
released into the pore space solution. 
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4.3.4 Diafiltration and transformation of Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoslurry: 
It has been reported that the highly soluble Ca-DTPMP precipitates obtained via a 
precipitation experiment could be transformed into a much less soluble phase 
through a diafiltration process 58• In this study, a similar strategy was followed to 
develop the Si-Zn-DTPMP precipitates into a less soluble phase by means of 
diafiltration with brine solution. Table 4.3 summarizes the physicochemical 
conditions of each diafiltration experiment. The brine solution pH was adjusted to 
5.5, controlled by acetate buffer, and the temperature was controlled at 70°C by a 
water bath. The Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoslurry prepared by the silica-templated 
synthesis route without diafiltration treatment is denoted as Type I slurry. In Exp. 
#1, a Type I Si-Zn-DTPMP slurry containing 17.3 mg DTPMP was diafiltered by 
a Ca2+ brine solution (0.8 M NaCl, 0.08 M NaAc and 0.1 M CaCh at 5.5 pH). 
According to the diafiltration profile of the Type I nanoslurry (Fig. 4.7a), the 
effluent phosphonate concentrations kept at -100 mg/L level for about 0.2 L of 
brine flushing and then drop swiftly to a sub-mg L-1 level. After diafiltration for 
0.2 L of brine, about 13.8 mg ofDTPMP was washed out ofthe diafiltration cell, 
which accounts for 80% of the inhibitors added to the cell. 
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Table 4.3. Condif dth Its of each diafiltrat · t 
Diafiltration conditions After diafiltration 
Exp Ca2+ Zn2+ s DTPMP %of # Flow rate Solutio Temperatur V1ob Ysob Ysob 
cone. cone. added inhibitor (ml/hr) (Mt (mg/L)• n e (mg) (L) (L) (L) left pH (oC) 
I 90 0.1 0 5.5 70 17.30 0.065 0.11 0.20 <7% 
2 90 0 750 5.5 70 16.72 I------------ >90% 3 90 0.1 0 5.5 70 17.67 0.19 0.31 0.45 <5% 
Both Ca"'_,_ and Zn"'_,_ concentrations listed here are the species concentrations in the stock brine solutions, 
bV30, V 50 and V80 denote the volumes of brine solution flushed when 30%, 50% and 80% of total added phosphonates flushed out of the cell. 
" 
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The results indicated that Si-Zn-DTPMP precipitates in Type I slurry 
demonstrated a fairly high solubility in the Ca2+ brine solution, and a considerable 
amount of the solids was washed away by the brine solution. After the diafiltration 
experiment, more than 93% of the total added phosphonates were dissolved and 
flushed out of the diafiltration cell, indicated by the fact that initially turbid slurry 
inside the diafiltration cell turned clear and transparent. The release of the 
phosphonate inhibitors from the metal-phosphonate precipitates in the brine 
solution was controlled by a dissolution process 1' 2 . The nanoslurry contained zinc-
DTPMP solids with a stoichiometry of Zn4H2DTPMP, hence the corresponding 
negative logarithm of ion product (piP) should be: 
(4.4) 
where parentheses refer to molar concentration and braces for activity. Zn2+ and 
DTPMP10- species concentrations were calculated from the total concentration of 
zinc and phosphonate through a speciation model116• In Fig. 4.7a is plotted the 
calculated seventh root of the negative logarithm of ion product as a function of 
the volumes of brine flushing in order to facilitate comparing numerical values for 
solids with different number of ions in the formula. The monoionized ion product 
value piPn can be defined as the nth root of the IP: 
(4.5) 
where "n" is the total number of ions in the product. 
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Figure 4.7. Diafiltration profiles ofSi-Zn-DTPMP nanoslurries (a) Type I slurry flushed with Ca2+ brine; (b) Development ofType I slurry with Zn2+ 
brine to Type II slurry; (c) Type II slurry flushed with Ca2+ brine. 
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In a separate experiment (Exp. #2), Type I nanoslurry with a similar dose of 
phosphonates was diafiltered by a synthetic Zn2+ brine solution (0.8 M NaCl, 0.08 
M NaAc and 750 mg!L Zn2+ as ZnClz at 5.5 pH) (Fig. 4.7b). During the 
diafiltration process, the filtrate phosphonate concentrations decreased 
exponentially as diafiltration proceeded. Contrary to Exp. # 1, after 1.25 L of the 
filtrate was collected, the amount of phosphonates dissolved in the brine solution 
was only 10% of the input amount. The remaining slurry in the diafiltration cell 
after the experiment was still milky and turbid, indicating a substantial amount of 
solids with lower solubility. Based on the concentrations of Zn2+ and the 
phosphonates, the piP values with the progress of the diafiltration were calculated, 
displayed in Fig. 4.7b. In the course of the experiment, the seventh root of piP 
values increased from 8.7 to 9.2, indicating that the solid gradually developed into 
a less soluble phase with ion product two orders of magnitude lower than that of 
the initial phase. This nanofluid is denoted as Type II slurry. The above results 
indicate that there are two different types of Si-Zn-DTPMP solids with different 
solubilities. A similar phase transition phenomenon was also observed by Kan et 
al58, where amorphous phase Ca-DTMP slurry was diafiltered by a large volume 
of Ca2+ brine. The solid developed into a crystalline phase with solubility product 
two to three orders of magnitude lower. 
In Exp. #3, a Type II slurry obtained from Exp. #2 was diafiltered by the Ca2+ 
brine for comparison to the dissolution of Type I slurry in Exp. # 1. Comparable 
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amounts of phosphonates were employed in these two studies. The diafiltration 
profile (Fig. 4.7c) illustrated that, compared with the Type I slurry, the aqueous 
phase DTPMP concentrations in the initial stage (0~0.3 L flushing) were much 
lower than those in Exp. # 1, indicating that the solubility of the Type II solids in 
Ca2+ brine was much lower than that of the Type I solids. In Table 4.3, the 
volumes of the brine solution needed to dissolve certain amounts of phosphonates 
were compared. The brine solutions needed to dissolve 30%, 50% and 80% of the 
totally added phosphonates were 0.065 L, 0.11 L and 0.20 L for Type I slurry and 
0.19 L, 0.31 Land 0.45 L for Type II slurry, respectively. Moreover, it took twice 
the amount of brine solution to reduce the phosphonate concentration to 0.1 mg/L 
compared with Exp # 1, indicative of a much longer inhibitor lifetime in brine 
solution. The flow back performance and inhibitor lifetime of the developed 
nanofluid in calcite core materials will be further discussed in detail below. 
4.3.5 Laboratory squeeze simulation: 
Long-term flow back performance of Type II Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles was 
evaluated by a laboratory squeeze simulation test where the inhibitor nanofluid 
was placed in the core materials and the phosphonate return concentrations were 
monitored. Table 4.4 summarizes the experimental results of the Type II Si-Zn-
DTPMP nanofluid in this work and the Zn-DTPMP nanofluid in the previous 
study115 for comparison. Parameters including the total mass injected, the mass 
returned in the first 3 PV s, and the total mass returned at the end of the experiment 
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were recorded in Table 4.4. In Fig. 4.8 is plotted the inhibitor return curves of both 
Si-Zn-DTPMP and Zn-DTPMP nanofluids. The inhibitor return curves in the 
initial 600 PVs are plotted in Fig. 4.8a and the entire return curves in Fig. 4.8b. 
These two nanoparticle return experiments were accomplished by loading half of a 
PV of phosphonate inhibitor nanofluids into calcite porous media and returning 
the inhibitors with the synthetic brine solution. The percentage retention is defined 
as the percentage of inhibitor retained after 3 PVs return, compared in Table 4.4, 
where more than 99% of DTPMP were retained in this study and 95% in the 
previous study. Moreover, according to the comparison of the nanofluids return in 
the first 600 PVs (Fig. 4.8a), the Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles in the previous study 
returned phosphonate inhibitors at initial effluent concentrations around threefold 
of that of the Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoslurry. The slow release phenomenon of the 
squeezed Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles indicated that the majority of the 
nanoparticles were affixed to the calcite surface. The return profiles between 100 
to 600 PVs showed that the return concentrations of Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles 
rapidly dropped to around 1mg/L, while Si-Zn-DTPMP returned phosphonates at 
20 mg!L for another 200 PV s and then gradually descended to several mg/L as 
inhibitor return proceeded. With regard to the long-term flow back performance of 
nanoparticles (Fig. 4.8b ), the phosphonate return concentrations of the Si-Zn-
DTPMP nanoparticles were above 1 mg/L for over 2000 PVs and to 0.5 mg/L for 
over 3800 PVs, whereas, in the previous study, the phosphonate concentrations 
dropped to 1mg/L within only 500 PVs and to 0.5 mg/L for ~1000 PVs. If the 
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minimum inhibitor concentration (MIC) was assumed to be 0.5 mg/L, which is 
commonly encountered in the oilfield, a normalized squeeze lifetime (NSL) can 
be calculated from the ratio of effective return volumes and the mass of inhibitors 
injected, as defined in the literature116• According to Table 4.4, the NSL for Zn-Si-
DTPMP nanofluid was greatly enhanced compared with its counterpart. The 
return performance of the Type II nanoslurry in the squeeze simulation test was 
consistent with that in diafiltration experiments. In both cases, developed Si-Zn-
DTPMP precipitates displayed a much lower solubility than the undeveloped Zn-
DTPMP precipitates. 
Nanofluids 
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Table 4.4. Summary of the squeeze simulation tests 
Mass injected Mass returned in Total Vol. % 
(mg) 3 PV (mg) returned (L) retention 
14.96 0.072 4.27 99.50 
31 .96 1.53 17.56 95.20 
~ 
Data from Zhang et al. 
~SL was calculated by assuming the MIC of 0.5 mg/L. 
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Figure 4.8. Squeeze simulation return profiles of two types ofnanofluids in calcite columns: (a) return curves within the initia1600 PVs; (b) entire 
return curves up to 4000 PV s. 
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The release of phosphonate inhibitors from nanoparticles is controlled by the 
dissolution process of metal-phosphonate precipitates, which can be illustrated 
using a solution speciation model116. According to Fig. 4.9, with the progress of 
inhibitor return, the seventh root of piP was not apparently altered with an average 
value of around 9.25, demonstrating no obvious phase transition phenomenon. In 
the previous study115, an amorphous phase Ca-DTPMP nanoslurry was injected 
into a calcite core for squeeze simulation test. The Ca-DTPMP precipitate was 
gradually transformed into a crystalline phase indicated by the decrease of piP in 
inhibitor return. However, in this study the Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles employed 
in the return experiment were pre-developed via the diafiltration with Zn2+ brine 
into a less soluble phase, which was at a thermodynamically favorable state. In the 
course of inhibitor return, the stable form of Si-Zn-DTPMP slowly dissolved 
phosphonate inhibitors into the brine solution until the end of the squeeze 
simulation process. 
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logarithm of ion product versus the number of PV s of synthetic brine return. 
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4.4 Conclusions: 
The Si-Zn-DTPMP nanoparticles were fabricated by means of silica templated 
route. The transport of the nanoparticles in calcite and sandstone porous media 
was investigated by column tests; these nanoparticles exhibited reasonable 
migration performance in these core materials. The transport of nanoparticles in 
porous media can be enhanced by pre-flushing the media materials with a 
surfactant solution. Moreover, the obtained nanoparticles can be further developed 
into a less soluble phase via diafiltration with a large volume of zinc brine 
solution. The diafiltration experiments showed that the nanoparticles with lower 
solubility demonstrated a better flow back performance compared to the 
undeveloped materials. The squeeze simulation test of the developed nanoslurry 
indicated that the inhibitor long-term flow back performance and squeeze lifetime 
have been improved as well. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CRYSTALLINE CALCIUM-DTPMP NANOMATERIALS: 
TRANSPORT IN CARBONATE AND SANDSTONE POROUS MEDIA~ 
Abstract: 
Phosphonates are widely used scale inhibitors in oilfield for scale control. In this 
study, crystalline phase calcium-phosphonate nanomaterials were prepared from 
an amorphous silica templated calcium-phosphonate precipitates, which were 
matured into crystalline phases via a simple diafiltration process. The crystalline 
solids were further dispersed into a surfactant solution to form a nanomaterial 
suspension (nanofluid) by ultrasonic treatment to expand its use in the delivery of 
phosphonate inhibitors into formation core materials for scale control. The 
physical and chemical properties of the synthesized crystalline nanomaterials have 
been characterized by chemical analysis, electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, 
infrared microscopy and thermogravimetric analyses. The transport of the 
synthesized nanofluids through calcite and sandstone media has been investigated 
using laboratory column breakthrough experiments. The nanofluids were 
transported through these media with different breakthrough levels. The 
experimental transport data were correlated using an advection-diffusion equation 
as well as the colloid filtration theory with emphasis on the flow velocity effect on 
the particle transport. The maximum transport distance of the nanomaterials in 
: The content of this chapter has been accepted at Ind Eng. Chern. Res. (20 11 ). It was reproduced here as 
submitted and the only changes here are the numbering of tables and figures, which have been renumbered 
to adhere to the format of this thesis. 
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porous media was estimated based on the flow velocity and the particle 
attachment efficiency. 
5.1 Introduction: 
Scale formation is often a persistent problem in petroleum-production operations. 
Mineral scale deposits form in the formation near the perforation and on the 
surfaces of tubings and facilities, leading to significant hydrocarbon production 
reduction and financial cost1' 2• Scaling issues are more challenging as oil and gas 
production is from deeper and tighter formations to fulfill the increasing 
worldwide demand of hydrocarbons. For example, in offshore deepwater 
developments scale formation may become a serious flow assurance challenge113' 
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• Of many available techniques to control scale formation, chemical treatment 
utilizing scale inhibitors has been widely applied and proven to be successful and 
economical. Phosphonates are one of the most commonly used threshold scale 
inhibitors in that they are capable of efficiently preventing scale formation at 
concentrations of several milligrams per liter or less. Phosphonates are delivered 
into downhole formation via a chemical squeeze protocol wherein inhibitor pill 
solutions are squeezed into formation rocks, followed by brine or diesel overflush 
to place the inhibitors farther into the formation to attach to the mineral surface by 
sorption or precipitation8' 45• During production phosphonates are gradually 
released into production water to prevent scale formation. The success of scale 
inhibitor treatments largely depends on the interaction of the inhibitors with 
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formation rocks8' 45, which governs the migration, placement and return of the 
inhibitors and hence the success of squeeze operations. As proposed by Kan and 
Tomson8-10' 45, the interaction mechanism is sorptive at low phosphonate 
concentrations and becomes precipitation of inhibitor salts at higher inhibitor 
concentrations. Several downhole physiochemical conditions, including inhibitor 
concentrations, solution pH and binding capacity with divalent cations can affect 
the squeeze treatment results15' 16' 135• Jordan el al13' 17and Tomson et al8' 9' 45 
concluded that the precipitate solubility plays an essential role in determining the 
inhibitor return concentrations and the treatment lifetime. In a conventional 
squeeze, an acidic pill solution will dissolve metal ions from the formation 
minerals, mainly calcium carbonate. The dissolved carbonate will react with the 
solution protons and thereby raise the pH. The dissolved calcium ions at higher pH 
will rapidly precipitate with phosphonate inhibitors near the wellbore, leading to 
limited transportability of the inhibitors into the formation. 
In order to enhance the mobility of the phosphonate inhibitors in the formation 
matrix and to manage the inhibitor flow back performance, several methods have 
been developed to prepare metal-phosphonate nanomaterial suspensions and to 
utilize them for laboratory scale control tests in porous media22' 115' 136• The 
synthesized nanomaterials were stabilized by employing either a polymer-based 
surface active material or several types of surfactants, as surface coating materials. 
These materials can control the morphology and modify the surface chemistry of 
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the nanomaterials by altering the surface charge and interfacial tension of the 
metal-phosphonate particles. The nanofluids flowed through carbonate and 
sandstone porous media and delivered the phosphonate inhibitors into the target 
zone in column experiments. The release of the phosphonates was controlled by a 
dissolution mechanism and the phosphonates were gradually dissolved from the 
metal-phosphonate complexes into the brine solution for scale control. In this 
study, calcium ions precipitated with a common phosphonate inhibitor, 
diethylenetriamine pentakis (methylene phosphonic acid) (DTPMP), to produce 
calcium-DTPMP nanomaterials by using silica nanomaterials as templates. Silica 
nanomaterials were chosen due to the low point-of-zero charge of 2.5 124, and 
stability in aqueous solutions. The resultant nanomaterials were surface modified 
by an anionic surfactant, sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate (SDBS), to modify the 
surface chemistry of the inhibitor particles. 
The transport of inhibitor nanomaterials through porous media is of great 
significance since such processes determine the fate and placement of inhibitors in 
the formation. The capture of nanomaterials from bulk fluid to the matrix surface 
is due to (1) chemical reactions within the aqueous phase (e.g., adsorption, 
complexation, precipitation, dissolution) and (2) the transfer of nanomaterials to 
the medium surfaces. In the present paper, the transport of inhibitor nanomaterials 
through calcite and sandstone was evaluated via a series of laboratory column 
flow-through experiments. The experimental transport data were interpreted using 
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advection-diffusion and filtration theories to gain insight into the interaction of 
nanomaterials with the formation core materials. 
The crystallization process is generally composed of three major steps: nucleation, 
crystal growth and ripening43' 44• Nucleation corresponds to the formation of 
critical clusters (nuclei) and subsequently lattice ions deposit on these nuclei and 
form crystallites via crystal growth. The large crystals form from fine crystals by a 
ripening process. Reddy and Nancollas137 investigated the crystallization of 
calcium carbonate in the presence of magnesium and observed that the initially 
formed amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) transformed into aragonite and 
calcite crystals. It was proposed that the initial short-lived hydrated ACC phase 
transformed into an intermediate transient form of ACC, and finally matured into 
the biogenic crystalline calcite phase in a tortuous path through preexisting 
amorphous units via a secondary nucleation mechanism. Similarly, it is widely 
accepted that amorphous calcium phosphate is the metastable precursor for the 
formation of thermodynamically more stable hydroxyapatite at neutral pH and 
moderate supersaturations138"141 • Similar to the crystallization process of calcium 
phosphates, Kan et al58 reported that the amorphous phase Ca-DTPMP precipitates 
acquired from a precipitation experiment could be transformed into crystalline 
solids with more than two orders of magnitude lower solubility via a diafiltration 
process. Following a similar experimental procedure, the silica based Ca-DTPMP 
precipitates were developed with a synthetic brine to produce the crystalline phase 
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solids. The conversion of amorphous phase silica-based Ca-DTPMP solids into 
crystalline materials through a diafiltration process is reported. 
5.2 Experimental Section: 
5.2.1 Chemicals Commercial grade diethylenetriamine pentakis (methylene 
phosphonic acid) (DTPMP) with 50% activity was used as the scale inhibitor, 
depicted in Fig. 5.1. Silica nanoslurry (30% wt/wt) with silica nanoparticle size of 
22 nm and surface area of 135 m2 g-1 was purchased from Nyacol Inc. (Ashland, 
MA). Chemicals such as calcium chloride, sodium chloride, sodium acetate, 
hydrochloric acid, potassium hydroxide, piperazine- I ,4-bis (2-ethanesulfonic acid) 
sodium salt (PIPES) and sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate were reagent grade 
and purchased from Fisher Scientific. Tritiated water was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. Deionized water (DI water) was prepared by reverse osmosis followed by 
a four stage ion exchange water purification process, consisting of a high capacity 
cation/anion column, two ultra pure ion exchange columns and an organics 
removal column (Barnstead Internationals, Dubuque, lA). 
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Figure 5.1 Structure ofDTPMP molecule with the fully protonated form. 
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5.2.2 Silica-calcium-DTPMP nanofluid synthesis: 
5.2.2.1 Formation of silica-calcium-DTPMP slurry In a typical synthesis 
experiment, a silica nanoslurry (5% wt/wt) was prepared by diluting a silica stock 
slurry with DI water and the slurry pH was adjusted to 4.5 with IN HCI. CaCh 
(0.4 M) was prepared in DI water and solution pH was also adjusted to 4.5 with 
IN HCI. The CaCh solution (I5 ml) was added dropwise to the silica nanoslurry 
(I 0 ml) while the solution was vigorously stirred by a magnetic stirrer at room 
temperature. The mixed Ca-silica slurry was heated to 70°C in a water bath and 
stirred for I5 min. A DTPMP solution (O.I M) was prepared by diluting the acidic 
DTPMP stock solution with DI water and the solution pH was adjusted to 9 with 
IO M KOH. While theCa-silica slurry was stirred at 70°C, I5 ml ofDTPMP stock 
solution was gradually added to the slurry using a syringe pump (Harvard 
Apparatus Inc., Holliston, MA). Immediately upon injection of DTPMP into the 
Ca-silica slurry, white Ca-DTPMP precipitates formed. Once the addition of 
DTPMP was completed, a biological pH buffer, PIPES powder (0.5 gram) was 
slowly added to the above mixture with continuous stirring to adjust the solution 
pH to approximately 6.7. Typically, the solution pH and the concentrations of 
dissolved Ca2+ and DTPMP became stable after 30 minutes and remained constant 
for several days. The resultant nanosuspension was stored at 70°C for 30 min. 
5.2.2.2 Development of the crystalline phase slurry Following the initial slurry 
synthesis reaction, the obtained silica-calcium-DTPMP slurry was transferred to 
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an Amicon stirred diafiltration cell (Amicon, Inc. Beverly, MA). The diafiltration 
is a combination of dialysis and filtration. The Amicon cell was equipped with a 
100,000 molecular weight cutoff ultrafiltration membrane (Amicon YM 1 00) and 
a mounted suspended magnetic stirring bar for constant stirring. A stock solution 
with composition of 0.8 M sodium chloride, 0.08 M sodium acetate and 0.1 M 
calcium chloride (5.5 pH) was prepared and used as a reservoir. During the 
diafiltration process, the solution in the diafiltration cell was forced through the 
ultrafiltration membrane at a constant flow rate of 95 ml hr"1 under pressure of 
around 5 psi at 70°C. The solution inside the diafiltration cell was constantly 
refilled with the stock solution from the reservoir. After the diafiltration process, 
about 70% of the initially added calcium phosphonate solids were developed into 
a more stable phase, which was confirmed by X-ray to be crystalline solid. 
Detailed discussion regarding this process is in the following section. The 
crystalline suspension was centrifuged at 8500 rpm for 20 min. The supernatant 
was discarded and the solid samples were washed thoroughly with DI water to 
remove the residual salt and saved as a wet paste. 
5.2.2.3 Nanoslurry formation via ultrasonic dispersion The nanomaterial 
suspension was obtained by dispersing the resulting solids, acquired from the 
centrifugation step, into a surfactant solution via ultrasonic dispersion. A solution 
containing 20 mM SDBS, 35 mM KCl and 10 mM PIPES was prepared. The 
crystalline solid ( 1 g) was dispersed in 50 ml of the above solution by a probe 
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ultrasonicator (Sonics & Materials Inc., Newtown, CT) at 100 Watt for 30 minutes 
to form a stable suspension. The silica-calcium-DTPMP (Si-Ca-DTPMP) 
nanofluid was equilibrated by rotation in a tumbler for three days. Before 
characterization or transport studies, the nanofluid was sonicated for 15 minutes. 
A portion of the Si-Ca-DTPMP solids were separated by centrifuging the 
nanofluid at 8500 rpm for 20 minutes and then dried in an oven at 60°C overnight 
to remove the interstitial water and were characterized by the following methods. 
5.2.3 Characterization methods The dried solids obtained from the 
centrifugation of the Si-Ca-DTPMP nanoslurry were characterized by various 
means including X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) 
spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and thermogravimetric 
analysis (TGA). The XRD characterization was carried out on a Ragaku D/max 
Ultra II Powder Diffractometer equipped with a Cu Ka radiation source at 40 KV 
and 40 rnA. The FT-IR spectrum was analyzed using KBr pellet technique with 
the spectrometer range of 4000 to 400 cm-I using a Nicolet FT-IR spectrometer. 
The SEM microimages were collected on FEI Quanta 400 ESEM FEG, equipped 
with energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDAX). TGA was carried out using a 
thermal analysis instrument SDT 2960. Samples were heated at rate of 10°C min-I 
from 25°C to 1100°C in an atmosphere of flowing argon (100 ml min-I). 
Eletrophoretic mobility of the Si-Ca-DTPMP nanofluid was measured using a 
Zeta-PALS instrument (Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, Holtsville, NY). 
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Zeta-potential was obtained by fitting the eletrophoretic mobility via the 
Smoluchowski equation142• The nanomaterial particle concentrations were 
determined by dissolving the nanomaterials in nitric acid solution and measuring 
the total phosphorus concentration in the aqueous solutions. Calcium, silica and 
phosphonate concentrations were analyzed by inductively coupled plasma-optical 
emission spectrometer (ICP-OES) (Optima 4300 Dv, Perkin Elmer). The 
wavelengths for calcium, silica and phosphorus measurements are 317.933, 
251.611 and 213.617 nm, respectively. A solution containing 5 mg L"1 yttrium 
(371.029 nm) was used as internal standard solution. Each sample measurement 
was repeated five times and the mean value of these measurements was reported. 
The standard deviation for each sample measurement was less than 1 %. 
5.2.4 Laboratory column breakthrough experiments Transport of the Si-Ca-
DTPMP nanomaterials through formation porous media was investigated through 
a series of column experiments. The experimental setup included a glass column, 
. d fr . 11 . .1 h f . d. 22 115 a synnge pump an a actiOn co ector simi ar to t at o previous stu Ies ' . 
The porous solid materials employed in this study were calcite (Iceland spar, Creel 
Chihuahua, Mexico) and Louise sandstone, both in the grain size range of 106-180 
J.lffi. Louise sandstone was collected at Louise Well, Frio formation located in 
Galveston County, TX (9107-9110 ft). The composition of the Louise sandstone 
was less than 1% calcite, several percentage clay and over 90% quartz143• These 
materials were washed by 1 mM acetic acid to remove fine particles and 
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impurities, followed by DI water rinsing. The medium materials were packed into 
an Omnifit column 0.66 em ID, 7 em length (Bio-Chem Fluidics, Boonton, NJ). 
Two stainless steel screens with pore size of 10 ~ (VICI Instrument Co., 
Houston TX) were placed at the front and end of this column to maintain the 
porous medium particles inside the column. In order to achieve a uniform column 
packing and to prevent air entrapment, the column was saturated with 1M NaCl 
solution from the bottom and the porous medium was added from the top into the 
solution while the column was constantly tapped by a rod until the column was 
fully packed. A non reactive tracer (tritiated water, 3H20) solution was injected 
into the column for approximately 2 pore volumes (PV). Following the tracer test, 
a Si-Ca-DTPMP nanoslurry transport experiment was carried out by flushing 
about 4 PV of the inhibitor nanofluid through the column. The phosphonate 
concentrations in the inhibitor nanofluid for transport experiments were between 
0.2-0.3 % (wt/wt). The flow rates varied from 0.064 to 1.45 ml 
corresponding to linear pore velocities of 0.45 to 9.4 em min-1• 
5.3 Results and discussion: 
5.3.1 Diafiltration and transformation of Si-Ca-DTPMP slurry: 
Table 5.la summarizes the physicochemical conditions of the diafiltration 
experiments. The brine solution temperature was controlled at 70°C by a water 
bath and pH was adjusted to 5.5 in the presence of acetate buffer, which is 
considered to be inert with respect to complexation with calcium ions. The 
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elemental ratio of the acquired crystalline Si-Ca-DTPMP solids from ICP-OES 
analysis is Si:Ca:P=4:3:5 and hence, the stoichiometry of the developed solid is 
Si4-Ca3H4DTPMP, which is comparable with the result of EDAX analysis of 
Si:Ca:P of 2:1 :2 (Fig. 5-Sil in supporting information), considering the 
semiquantitative nature of the EDAX analysis. Such observations are similar to 
the previous study, where the developed Ca-DTPMP crystalline solid was in the 
Table S.la Experimental conditions of the dia:filtration experiment 
Experimental conditions 
flow rate (mllhr) 95 
NaCl cone. (M) 0.8 
Ca2+ cone. (Mt 0.1 
acetate cone. (M) 0.08 
solution pH 5.5 
temperature eq 70 
DTPMP added (mg) 400.38 
a Ca2+ concentration is dictated by the calcium concentration in the stock brine solution (0.1 M). 
In light of the fact that the silica nanoparticles were utilized as the templating 
materials in the synthesis process, they are not considered to be involved in the 
acid/base dissolution reaction of the calcium-DTPMP solids. The release of the 
phosphonate inhibitors from the calcium-phosphonate precipitates in the brine 
solution was controlled by a dissolution process1' 2, which can be characterized by 
the ion product. With regard to Ca-DTPMP in this study, the calculated negative 
logarithm of ion product (piP) is: 
(5.1) 
where parentheses refer to molar concentration and braces to activity. The 
DTPMP10- species concentrations were obtained from the total aqueous phase 
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phosphonate concentrations through a speciation model, which considers the 
acid/base and complex solution chemistry as a function of pH, temperature and 
ionic strength 116• During the diafiltration process, the effluent concentrations of 
DTPMP decreased by two orders of magnitude from "-'580 to 5 mg L-1 (Fig. 5.2), 
leading to an increase of the corresponding piP values from 50.18 to 52.22, which 
was close to that of the crystalline Ca-DTPMP precipitate (52.92) at comparable 
experimental conditions in a previous study58 . The increase of the piP values 
indicated the formation of a less soluble phase solid out of the amorphous 
material. The SEM microimages (Fig. 5.3) of these two types of solids reveal that 
the more soluble precipitate has amorphous morphology and the developed 
material is crystallized with rod-shaped structure. The XRD spectra (Fig. 5.4) 
provide further evidence for the amorphism and crystallinity of the undeveloped 
and developed Si-Ca-DTPMP solids, respectively. 
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Figure 5.2. Diafiltration profiles of the silica based Ca-DTPMP slurry with brine solution, including 
effluent phosphonate concentration, dissolution rate and piP variation as a function of the diafiltration 
volume and time. The dash dividing line between the Regions of I & II is located at 2.41 hr (0.23 L) of 
synthetic brine flushing. 
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a b 
Figure 5.3. SEM microimages of (a) amorphous phase Si-Ca-DTPMP solid before diafiltration and (b) 
crystalline phase Si-Ca-DTPMP solid after the diafiltration treatment and sonication dispersion in 
surfactant solution. 
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Figure 5.4 XRD profiles of (a) amorphous phase Si-Ca-DTPMP solid before diafiltration and (b) 
crystalline phase Si-Ca-DTPMP solid after diafiltration treatment. 
Moreover, the diafiltration profile of the Si-Ca-DTPMP precipitate (Fig. 5.2) 
illustrates that the Si-Ca-DTPMP dissolution process can be characterized with 
two regions: "fast-dissolution" (I) and "slow-dissolution" (II) regions. As shown 
in Fig. 5.2 and summarized in Table 5.1 b, the effluent phosphonate concentration 
dropped from 542.35 to 69.23 mg L-1 within 0.23 L brine flushing in Region I 
(2.41 hr); while the DTPMP concentration dropped from 69.23 to 4.98 mg L-1 in 
1.97 L brine flushing (20.78 hr) in Region II. The calculated phosphonate 
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dissolution rate also displayed a similar pattern. By the end of the diafiltration 
experiment, about 70% of the added Ca-DTPMP precipitates developed into 
crystalline phase through diafiltration with a total of 2.19 L of synthetic brine 
within 23.2 hr. During the process of phase transition via diafiltration treatment, 
the initially formed amorphous solid can be regarded as the precursor phase of the 
crystalline precipitate. In Region I, the dissolution of the amorphous precursor 
took place simultaneously with the nucleation and growth of crystalline particles 
via internal structure rearrangement. The course of structure rearrangement and 
crystal growth proceeded to Region II until the majority of the Ca-DTPMP 
precipitates were converted into crystalline ordered structures. Further 
investigation is needed to obtain deeper insight of such phase transition processes. 
Table 5.1b. Experimental results ofthe diafiltration experiment 
(b) Experimental results 
Region 1: 
Region II: 
At the end 
Va(L) 
mb (mg) 
tc {hr) 
Va(L) 
mb (mg) 
tc {hr) 
% of inhibitor left 
0.23 
45.48 
2.41 
1.97 
50.26 
20.78 
71.84% 
ay denotes the volume of brine flushed in each region; 
bm is the mass of phosphonates flushed out of the diafiltration cell in each region. 
ct is the time of brine flushed in each region. 
5.3.2 Characterization of the crystalline Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials: 
The crystalline Si-Ca-DTPMP slurry was dispersed in a surfactant solution as the 
solution was treated with an ultrasonic probe. The SEM microimage (Fig. 5.3b) 
shows that the crystals were rod-shaped solids with average major and minor axes 
of 2.1± 0.32 Jlm and 0.4±0.17 Jlm, which corresponds to an equivalent spherical 
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diameter of 4 7 5 nm, considering a sphere of equivalent surface area. During the 
sonication process, the SDBS adsorbed onto the surface of the precipitates to 
modify the surface chemistry, which can be illustrated by the variation of particle 
zeta potential in each synthesis step (Fig. 5.5). Initially, the zeta potential of the 
silica nanoparticles was -25 mV (step 0, Fig. 5.5); the addition ofHCl to the silica 
nanoslurry increased the particle zeta potential to about -5 mV by neutralizing the 
negative charge on the particle surface (step 1, Fig. 5.5); by adding CaCh to the 
silica nanoslurry, the Ca2+ ions adsorbed onto the surface of the silica particles, 
indicated by the further increase of zeta potential to -1 mV (step 2, Fig. 5.5); the 
formation of Ca-DTPMP precipitates was accomplished by adding DTPMP 
solution into the Ca-silica mixture (step 3, Fig. 5.5); the sonication treatment of 
the particles in the presence of SDBS reduced the zeta potential of the particles to 
below -50 mV, which was thereafter stable against coagulation (step 5, Fig. 5.5). 
This observation is similar to the effect of the SDBS on the silica-zinc-DTPMP 
nanomaterials in a previous study115, where the anionic SDBS surfactants 
modified the surface chemistry of the nanomaterial particles by increasing the 
electrostatic repulsive interactions. 
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Figure 5.5. Zeta potential variations in each step ofnanoslurry synthesis. 
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Step 0: Prepare the diluted silica nanoslurry; Step 1: Adjust the silica nanoslurry pH to 4.5; Step 2: Add 
CaCh solution to the silica nanoslurry; Step 3: Slowly add DTPMP solution to calcium-silica slurry; Step 
4: Diafiltration of the silica based Ca-DTPMP slurry with brine solution; Step 5: Ultrasonic dispersion of 
the crystalline Si-Ca-DTPMP slurry with a sonication probe in the presence of SDBS surfactant. 
The skeletal structure of the nanomaterial solids was investigated by FT-IR. The 
FT-IR spectrum of the crystalline phase solids (Fig. 5 .6) show that the solids have 
multiply bands around 1000 em -I, which are assigned to phosphonate P-OH 
vibrations144. The presence of P-OH bond indicates of the existence of available 
coordination sites for phosphoryl oxygen atoms with metal ions, which is in 
accordance with the aforementioned Ca-DTPMP formula. The strong band at 
1070 cm-1 is due to the P-0-Ca stretching vibration115 . The band at 1460 cm-1 is 
attributed to the C-H bending in the -CH2- groups97 • The strong broad band at 
3400 em - 1 corresponds to the adsorbed surface water molecules 102. The TGA 
profile (Fig. 5. 7) shows that the crystalline phase materials experienced weight 
loss from 35°C to 1100°C. The weight loss corresponding to the evaporation of 
adsorbed water was observed over the temperature range 30 to 105°C. The weight 
loss from 200°C to 700°C is attributed to the loss of lattice water and the 
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d . . f . ~ . f h h h 97 144 145 Th 1" d ecomposttlon o organic .1ract1on o t e p osp onates ' ' . e so 1 was not 
stable above 900°C and a loss of P20 5 was observed. It is difficult to accurately 
compute the weight loss of each constituent in that the phosphonate 
decomposition overlapped the dissociation of the lattice water in the solids 144. 
Since the melting point of silica is around 1650 °C146, the silica is not considered 
to be involved in the thermal decomposition process. 
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Figure 5.6 FT-IR spectrum of amorphous and crystalline Si-Ca-DTPMP precipitates. 
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Figure 5.7 TGA profile ofthe crystalline phase Si-Ca-DTPMP solids. 
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5.3.3 Transport of the nanofluid in porous media: 
Packed bed columns are used to investigate the transport of the crystalline Si-Ca-
DTPMP nanomaterials in porous media. Calcite (Iceland spar) and Louise 
sandstone were chosen as column packing materials: calcite is the most reactive 
component to interact with the phosphonate inhibitors in the formation 4 and it is 
hypothesized that Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials encounter the greatest resistance 
in calcite, compared with other types of formation materials; Louise sandstone is 
an actual core material commonly utilized in oilfield testing as surrogate 
formation rock to represent the complex and heterogeneous nature of formation 
materials 143• Normally, sandstone is a mixture of different types of minerals, 
including quartz, feldspar, ankerite, clay and kaolinite106• EDAX characterization 
(Fig. 6-SI2) and elemental analysis of the Louise sandstone show that it contains 
substantial amounts of calcium, iron, manganese, magnesium and aluminum. 
The transport of particles through porous media has been studied extensively and 
several models have been used to quantify such processes80• 92• 125"127• The transport 
process can be viewed either as the flow of nanomaterials in the bulk fluid via 
advection and diffusion mechanisms or as continuous particle removal by the 
porous medium collectors via a filtration/attachment process. 
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5.3.3.1 Advection diffusion/dispersion: First, a tracer test (tritiated water) was 
carried out to measure PV and the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (D) of the 
packed column via the one dimensional advection dispersive equation (lD ADE). 
(5.2) 
where C (mg L"1) is the aqueous phase effluent particle concentration at a given 
time; t (min) is the time; D (cm2 min-1) is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient; 
x (em) represents the distance; R is the retardation factor accounting for the 
adsorption of the particles to the porous medium; and v (em min-1) is the linear 
pore velocity, which is calculated based on the flow rate Q (ml min-1) at v=Q/rcfle, 
where e represents the porosity of the medium, and r (em) is the cross sectional 
radius of the column bed. 
According to the breakthrough curves (BTC) of the tracer in each medium (Fig. 
5.8a), the D values for each medium were obtained by fitting the ADE to the 
experimentally acquired breakthrough data using CXTFIT code103, by setting the 
retardation factor to one (Table 5.2). The calculated D values in calcite and Louise 
sandstone are similar to each other (0.0897 vs. 0.0690 cm2 min-1) and the values of 
the dispersivity (a dis = D/v) in both media are 200 and 263 Jlm, on the magnitude 
ofthe particle size. The D values obtained in this study are similar to those in the 
previous transport studies with other types of metal-phosphonate nanomaterials at 
comparable hydrodynamic conditions 115• 136• 
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Figure 5.8. Breakthrough curves of (a) tracer (tritiated water) in calcite and Louise sandstone porous 
media; (b) Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials in calcite at three different pore velocities; (c) Si-Ca-DTPMP 
nanomaterials in Louise sandstone at three different pore velocities. 
The BTC of the Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials in the porous media was generated 
by plotting the change in the normalized effluent concentrations as a function of 
the number of PV (Fig. 5.8b and Fig. 5-SI3). Due to the low solubility of the 
crystalline Ca-DTPMP solids, the dissolved phosphonate concentration accounted 
for less than 2% of the total phosphonate concentration in the nanofluid. At 
various flow velocities, the BTC of the Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials through two 
types of core materials reached a plateau with different breakthrough levels ( C/C0 ) 
at almost 3 PV (Fig. 5.8). It is proposed that as particles flow through a porous 
medium, they are removed from solution to the medium surfaces at a constant 
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rate80• 84• At steady saturated flow conditions (where OC/a = 0 ), the transport of 
particles through a porous medium can be described by the following ADE with 
an additional term (Jd) to account for first-order deposition80' 84 : 
ac 82C ac 
R-=D---v--J C 
at ax.z Ox. d 
(5.3) 
where Jd (min-1) denotes the first order deposition rate coefficient of the 
nanomaterials to the medium surfaces. The solution of Eq. 5.3 follows the effort 
of Parker and van Genuchten103, where both the first-order removal of the particles 
from the aqueous phase and the zero-order production from the solid phase were 
considered. The solution for a clean bed filtration model can be obtained simply 
by forcing the zero-order production coefficient to be zero in the analytical 
solution (Eq. 5.4): 
C( t) 1 {(v-w)x} c: { Rx-wt} 1 {(v+w)x} c: { Rx+wt} x, = -exp erj_c + -exp erj_c ----:-::-
2 2D 2(DRt)05 2 D 2(DRt)0·5 (5.4) 
and w=(v 2 +4JdD)0·5 
The retardation factor R in Eq. 5.3 and 5.4 accounts for the retardation effect 
arising from the reversible sorption of nanomaterials to the porous medium. Since 
the R value is characteristic of the sorptive behavior of the nanomaterials to the 
medium surfaces, it should be independent of the pore flow velocity. 
Porous medium 
Calcite 
Louise sandstone 
Particle size 
(pm) 
106-180 
106-180 
2.71 
2.52 
Porosity, E 
0.449±0.006 
0.453±0.005 
Pore Velocity, v 
(em min-1) 
3.406±0.0499 
3.442±0.0434 
dispersion coefficient, D 
(cm2 min-1) 
0.0897±0.066 
0.0690±0.0762 
0.994 
0.999 
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The first-order deposition rate coefficient (Jd) can be elucidated from Derjaguin-
Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory. According to DLVO theory, a 
primary energy barrier exists between the particles and the surfaces, which 
inhibits the attachment of the particles to the surface. The deposition rate is related 
to the height of this energy barrier, increasing exponentially with decreasing 
height of the energy barrier84' 85• Since the pore flow velocity has no contribution 
on the height of the primary energy barrier, the flow velocity should not affect the 
deposition kinetics (the Jd value). On the basis of the above arguments, both Rand 
Jd values should be independent of pore flow velocity. Therefore, the values of 
these two parameters in each medium were acquired by minimizing the difference 
between the calculated effluent concentrations based on Eq. 5.4 and the observed 
effluent concentrations from five BTC at various flow velocities via the least 
square method. The calculated Rand Jd values in each medium are list in Table 
5.3. The standard deviations of the Rand Jd values were obtained by using non-
linear the Excel code from Billo147• The calculation (Table 5.3) shows that the 
nanomaterials experienced comparable retardation effect in calcite and Louise 
sandstone media ( 1.08 vs 1.17), indicative of similar sorptive behavior of the 
nanomaterials to these two types of formation materials. The obtained R values 
were closed to one, indicating that sorption contributed only a small portion of the 
attachment of the nanomaterials to the formation medium surfaces. The obtained 
R values were closed to one, indicating that sorption contributed only a small 
portion of the attachment of the nanomaterials to the formation medium surfaces. 
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The Jd value in calcite (0.0185 min-1) was higher than that in Louise sandstone 
(0.0072 min-1), which might be attributed to the higher activity of calcite in 
interacting with phosphonate inhibitors via surface complexation and the 
formation of inhibitor salt. 
The transport of Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials as well as the conventional scale 
inhibitors in the formation core materials should be a combination of both axial 
flow (flow following the streamline) and radial flow (flow along the radius of the 
perforation) in the formation porous medium. The radial flow velocity is 
dependent on the radius of perforation and can be reduced significantly with 
increasing radius148• In this study, the high end pore velocity of9.4 em min-1 (136 
m day-1) was chosen to represent the velocity close to the wellbore and the low 
end value of 0.42 em min-1 (6 m day-1) for the slow velocity farther into the 
formation. The pore velocity effect on the transport of nanomaterials is 
summarized in Table 5.3. In each medium, the breakthrough levels were 
decreased at the reduced pore velocities. At the same velocity, the Si-Ca-DTPMP 
nanomaterials reached a higher breakthrough level in sandstone medium than in 
calcite, revealing that the nanomaterials encountered greater resistance in the 
calcite medium. This phenomenon can be explained by the relationship between 
the breakthrough level and the values ofv and Jd. (Eq. 5.5). 
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From the filtration theory, the value of Jd at stead state can be calculated via80• 81 : 
(5.5) 
where L (em) is the length of the porous medium bed; Ce (mg L"1) is the steady-
state effluent concentration of the nanomaterials; and C0 (mg L"1) is the influent 
particle concentration. Hence, the breakthrough level at each pore velocity at the 
steady state can be calculated based on the Jd values as: 
C L·J 
-• =exp(---d) 
co v (5.6) 
Eq. 5.6 indicates that in certain media (i.e., a fixed Jd value), the decrease of pore 
velocity will lead to a lower breakthrough level; at the same pore velocity, the 
nanomaterials will reach a lower breakthrough level in the medium with a higher 
Jd value. Therefore, the nanomaterials transport and attachment in formation can 
be managed by altering the injection velocity. During injection, these materials 
can be placed farther away from the injection point due to the low attachment to 
the formation surfaces at higher flow velocities. After the nanomaterials reach the 
target zone in the formation, the nanomaterials can be affixed to the mineral 
surfaces via sorption and deposition. The difference between the calculated 
breakthrough levels and the observed ones (Table 5.3) might arise from the steady 
state assumption in the calculation, which was not fully attained in the laboratory 
column experiments, where less than 4 PV of nanoslurry was pumped into the 
porous medium. 
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Porous v Observed 
medium (em min-1) etc. Calculated 
etc. 
L459 9A84 0.971 0.987 
L04l 6.766 0.923 0.981 
Calcite I 0.473 3.072 0.891 0.0185±0.00325 L078±0.0129 0.928 0.959 
0.156 LOB 0.884 0.881 
0.0645 0.420 0.818 0.736 
1.455 9.391 0.985 0.995 
Louise I 0.976 6.300 0.976 0.992 
Sandstone OA90 3.165 0.964 0.0072±0.00218 l.l72±0.0105 0.949 0.984 
0.162 L047 0.935 0.952 
0.0639 0Al3 0.896 0.883 
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5.3.3.2 Colloid filtration: In another approach, the nanomaterial transport process 
can be elucidated by the classical colloid filtration theory (CFT). The rationale of 
the CFT is to predict the collector removal efficiency based on the 
physicochemical conditions of the system. The deposition of the nanomaterials to 
the porous medium surfaces is assumed to take place in two subsequent steps: (1) 
collision of particles with a surface; (2) attachment of the particles to the surface. 
Hence, the attachment efficiency (a) and the single collector removal efficiency 
( TJo) were introduced to quantify the attachment and deposition processes, 
respectively. The deposition due to Brownian diffusion, interception and 
sedimentation can be lumped into the TJo term80: 
(5.7) 
where TJo, 111 and TJG are the single collector efficiency components as a results of 
diffusion, interception and sedimentation, respectively. According to Tufenkji and 
Elimelech 149, these three components can be calculated as a function of several 
dimensionless groups as follows: 
where NR is the aspect ratio, NPe is the Peclet number, Ngr is the gravitation 
number and NvdW is the van der Waals number and As is the porosity-dependent 
parameter of Happel's model (see supporting information for details). 
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The attachment efficiency (a) describes the fraction of collisions of nanomaterials 
with the porous medium that lead to attachment and is given by 
_ 2dc l (Ce) a.-- n-
3(1- E)L11 0 C0 (5.9) 
where de is the diameter of the medium collector particles (150 J.Lm). Based on the 
calculated llo values at various flow velocities in both media (Table 5.4), 
Brownian diffusion is the predominate mechanism for the nanomaterials 
deposition to the porous medium surface and the lln values are considerably larger 
than the other two terms, especially at high flow velocities (>3 em min-I). Such 
observations are in agreement with the results of the transport of various types of 
nanometer or sub-micron scaled particles in different types of porous media, 
including glass bead, Ottawa sand, soil, etciso-I53 • Furthermore, the gravitational 
sedimentation was a significant factor for particle removal, due to the high density 
of the nanomaterials (about 3 g cm-3) and TlG accounted for 9% and 12% of the 
total removal efficiency at lower flow velocities of 1 and 0.4 em min-I, 
respectively. The sedimentation effect in this study was similar to the transport of 
surface modified iron nanoparticles in glass beads and sand, where the 
sedimentation appeared to be important at lower velocities154• As indicated in 
Table 5.4, in calcite medium the decline of pore velocities from 6.8 to 0.4 em 
min-1 leads to 11.4% decrease in the average breakthrough level, which can be 
accounted for by 6.25 times increase of the Tlo values and reduction of a ( x 1 o-2) 
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Table 5.4. Modeling fitting results from perspective of filtration and attachment. 
Porous Q v Observed l)n(*10.2) IJI{*l04 ) l)c(*lO.J) 1Jo(*10.2) a(*10"2) 
medium (ml min"1) (em min.1) etc. 
1.459 9.484 0.971 0.360 5.874 0.156 0.435 1.658 
1.041 6.766 0.923 0.459 6.127 0.228 0.543 3.693 
Calcite 0.473 3.072 0.891 0.807 6.763 0.547 0.929 3.084 
0.156 1.013 0.884 1.784 7.769 1.875 2.049 1.495 
0.0645 0.420 0.818 3.351 8.675 4.991 3.937 1.264 
1.455 9.391 0.985 0.360 5.749 0.158 0.434 1.628 
0.976 6.300 0.976 0.479 6.043 0.247 0.564 3.479 
Louise 0.490 3.165 0.964 0.784 6.586 0.529 0.903 3.109 
Sandstone 0.162 1.047 0.935 1.729 7.563 1.808 1.985 1.510 
0.0639 0.413 0.896 3.364 8.497 5.079 3.957 1.232 
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values from 3.693 to 1.264. The increase of pore velocity from 6.8 to 9.5 em min-1 
results in 5.2% increase in breakthrough level, which is attributed to 20% decrease 
of T)o value and 55% decrease of the a value. It appears that the T)o value and the a 
value share comparable importance in dictating the nanomaterial removal by the 
formation porous medium. 
In Fig. 5.9a is plotted the calculated collector removal efficiencies (Tto) with 
respect to the variation of particles sizes in calcite medium at 9.48 em min-1 pore 
velocity at the experimental conditions of this study. It reveals that with the 
increase of the particle size from tens of nanometer to micron level, the diffusion 
component ( T)o) keeps decreasing, while the interception and sedimentation terms 
(Tt1 and T)gr) increase. Within the particle size range of 1 11m, the Brownian 
diffusion is the major factor in the deposition of nanomaterials onto the medium 
surface. Some studies showed that the effect of the medium grain size can be 
significant for nanomaterials transport154' 155• However, the transport of various 
types of nanomaterials is greatly dependent on the hydrodynamic conditions and 
solution chemistry of the system and can deviate from each other considerably. 
According to the DL VO theory, the forces that determine the attachment 
efficiency of the particles to collector surfaces (i.e. the value of a) include the 
electric double layer and London-van der Waals forces (the DLVO forces156• 157) 
and non-DL VO forces80• The CFT assumes that the particles are irreversibly being 
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captured in the primary minimum of the interaction energy profile158 because of 
the DVLO forces. As one type of the non-DL VO forces, the hydrodynamic drag 
force is assumed to have a negligible effect on the a value. However, as stated by 
Torkzaban et al159, such an assumption can be invalid when particles are weakly 
affixed to the collectors in the secondary energy minimum, which is also 
considered to exert a prominent effect on the retention of the particles to the 
saturated porous medium because the particles retained in the secondary minimum 
are more sensitive to hydrodynamic drag force due to the weak binding with the 
collector surfaces. In this study, the a values were affected by the variation of pore 
velocities in both media from 9.5 to 0.45 em min"1 (Table 5.4), suggesting that 
deposition in the secondary energy minimum might have a pronounced effect. 
Some studies demonstrated that, at certain hydrodynamic and solution conditions 
the majority of the particles can be retained in the secondary energy minimum via 
weak chemical binding, e.g., the adhesion of E. coli bacteria in quartz sand 
media160 and the polystyrene colloids in the glass beads161 • 
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Figure 5.9. (a) the variation of collector removal efficiencies verse the colloid diameter (the dash line 
corresponds to the diameter of 475 nm); (b) the calculated Lmax verse pore velocities at various fixed a 
values (the dash line corresponds to the pore velocity of 136.5 m day- 1 or 9.48 em min- 1). 
It is of great importance to investigate the transport distance of the scale inhibitors 
into the formation porous medium. The farther the inhibitors can be delivered into 
the formation, the wider area of formation can be protected from scale formation. 
Based on the CFT model, the maximum transport distance (Lmax) in the porous 
medium can be defined when 99% of the nanomaterials have been removed by the 
porous medium (i.e. C/C0 =0.01). Therefore, according to Eq. 5.9: 
2dc ln(O.O 1) 
3(1- E)all 0 
(5.10) 
At the experimental conditions in this study, as for a fixed a value, the Lmax was 
calculated with respect to the variation of the pore velocities in calcite medium 
(Fig. 5.9b ). Based on the above calculation, the nanomaterials can be delivered 
into the calcite porous medium with different transport distances, depending on 
the flow velocity and the attachment efficiency of the particles to the formation 
matrix. In the conventional squeeze, the acidic inhibitor pill will dissolve the 
carbonate minerals in the formation, leading to precipitation of calcium-inhibitor 
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salt and hence limited migration distance of inhibitors into the formation. The 
surfactant modified Si-Ca-DTPMP nanofluid (pH=6.7) is transportable through 
calcite porous medium without dissolving the minerals. It can be postulated from 
Fig. 5.9b that the mobility of the nanofluid in the formation porous medium can be 
managed by controlling the injection flow velocity. Similar strategy was proposed 
by He et al.154 that the surface modified iron nanomaterials can be utilized for in 
situ dechlorination of organic pollutants in aquifers and the transport distance of 
iron nanomaterials in groundwater porous media can be manipulated by 
controlling the flow velocities. 
5.4 Conclusions: 
In the present study, it was found that the prepared crystalline Si-Ca-DTPMP 
nanofluid was capable of transporting through the porous media and that pore 
velocity played an important role in determining the particle breakthrough level, 
while, sorption of the nanomaterials to formation medium surface contributes to a 
small portion of the nanomaterials attachment to the surfaces. Calculation based 
on the CFT model indicates that the removal of the nanomaterials by the formation 
porous medium is probably diffusion controlled and that the migration distance of 
the nanomaterials is affected by pore velocities and attachment efficiency in the 
porous medium. It can be proposed that the attachment and migration of the 
obtained nanomaterials in the formation medium can be managed by altering the 
nanofluid injection strategy for potential field applications. 
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SIS.l EDAX analysis of the crystalline phase Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials: 
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Figure 5-Sil . EDAX analysis of the crystalline phase Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials. 
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SI 5.2 EDAX analysis of Louise sandstone materials: 
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Figure 5-SI2. EDAX analysis of Louise sandstone materials. 
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SI 5.3 Classical colloidal filtration theory (CFT): 
The deposition due to Brownian diffusion, interception and sedimentation can be lumped 
into the llo value: 
llo = lln + '111 + llo 
where lln, 111 and llo are the single collector efficiency components as a results of 
diffusion, interception and sedimentation, respectively. Following the strategy of 
Tufenkji and Elimelech149, these three components can be calculated as a function of 
several dimensionless groups as follows: 
n = 2 4A113N-o.os1N-o.nsN-o.osz 
'10 • s R pe vdW 
where As is the porosity-dependent parameter of Happel's model, NR is the aspect ratio, 
NPe is the Peclet number, and NvdW is the van der Waals number. As is the porosity-
dependent parameter of Happel's model and is defined as 
A = 2(1-ys) 
s 2 - y + 3y5 - 2y6 
where y = (1- s)113, s is the porosity of the porous medium. NR is the ratio of particle 
diameter (dp) to spherical collector diameter (de) (i.e. NR = dp and dp=475 nm, dc=150 
de 
f.Ull). 
N = vdc 
Pe D 
00 
where v (m s"1) is the pore velocity, D"' (m2 s"1) is the diffusion coefficient in an infinite 
medium, which, according to Stocks-Einstein relation, is defined as 
D = kT 
00 37tf.ldp 
where k is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10"23 J K"\ T (K) is the absolute temperature; 
f.l (kg m-1 s"1) is the absolute viscosity of the fluid (water). The van der Waals number 
NvdW is defined as 
A N =-
vdw kT 
where A is the Hamaker constant (assumed to be 10"20 J). Moreover, 
where Ngr is the gravitational force number, defined as 
N = d: (pP - Pr )g 
gr 3kT 
where pp is the density of the nanoparticles; pr is the density of fluid and g is the 
gravitational acceleration, 9.81 m s-2• 
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SI 5.4 Breakthrough curves in two types of media at 6 em min-1 and 0.4 em min-I, 
based on ADE model (Eq. 5.4) 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CRYSTALLINE CALCIUM-DTPMP NANOMATERIALS: 
ENHANCED TRANSPORT AND LONG TERM FLOW BACK§ 
Abstract: 
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In this study, crystalline phase calcium-phosphonate nanomaterials were obtained 
from an amorphous silica templated calcium-phosphonate precipitates, which 
were further developed into crystalline phases. The transport of the crystalline 
nanomaterial suspension was investigated in calcite and sandstone porous media 
using laboratory column breakthrough experiments. The nanomaterials were 
transportable through these porous media and the transport data can be interpreted 
using an advection-dispersion equation and classical colloidal filtration theory. By 
preflushing the formation porous media prior to nanomaterial suspension 
injection, the suspension experienced enhanced migration. A possible explanation 
can be derived from viewpoint of interaction energy of the nanomaterials with the 
medium particles calculated by using Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek 
(DL VO) theory. The long term flow back performance of the crystalline 
nanomaterials was evaluated in the laboratory squeeze simulation tests where the 
crystalline materials were first attached to the formation material surfaces and 
then gradually returned phosphonates into the brine solution during flow back. 
Due to the low solubility of the developed crystalline nanomaterials, a long return 
profile with relatively stable phosphonate return concentrations can be observed in 
§ The content of this chapter has been prepared to be submitted to Ind Eng. Chem. Res .. It was reproduced 
here as prepared and the only changes here are the numbering of tables and figures, which have been 
renumbered to adhere to the format of this thesis. 
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both calcite and sandstone media, indicating of the potential advantage of 
applying these crystalline nanomaterials for the field operation. 
6.1 Introduction: 
As easily accessible hydrocarbons become less available, developments in 
offshore deepwater become more important for hydrocarbon production 113• In the 
offshore deepwater production, scale formation is a serious flow assurance 
challenge with significant production reduction and high cost. The principle scale 
formation mechanisms in offshore production include: 1) the change in pressure 
and temperature; 2) the mixing of incompatible fluids and 3) the increase of salt 
concentration8' 45' 114• Phosphonates are widely used scale inhibitors in the oilfield 
to prevent scale formation. Conventionally, phosphonate inhibitors are applied in 
production wells via a squeeze treatment1' 2• In a squeeze treatment, an inhibitor 
pill solution is injected into a production formation, followed by a brine or diesel 
overflush to push the inhibitors farther away from the wellbore. The inhibitors 
attach to the formation rock surfaces by either sorption or precipitation. During 
production following a squeeze, the injected inhibitors will be gradually desorbed 
into the formation brine and flow back at certain concentrations. In many 
laboratory investigations and field observations8' 9' 17' 19' 143, the inhibitor flow back 
concentrations quickly reach a peak value and decline to a low plateau level for a 
period of time. An adsorption squeeze is often carried out by injecting a 
neutralized pill into a sandstone formation. A precipitation squeeze is performed 
by pushing an acidic pill into a carbonate formation to form metal (mainly Ca2+)-
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phosphonate precipitates9' 17• Generally, the squeeze treatment has proven to be 
successful in terms of long protection time. However, it is observed that9 the 
acidic pills are mostly precipitated near the wellbore, leading to a limited 
protection area; the neutralized pills migrate deeper into the formation, but only a 
small portion of the inhibitors can be retained by the formation medium, a large 
fraction being eluted out of the reservoir during the initial return. Some recent 
advances in oilfield scale control technologies include the utilization ofviscosified 
fluids and non-aqueous inhibitor solutions54• Viscosified fluids were investigated 
to place scale inhibitors into formation via bullheaded application107• 108• Non-
aqueous scale inhibitor solutions were developed in order to avoid possible 
damages induced by the aqueous squeeze treatment109"112• It is desirable to design 
the squeeze treatment in such a manner that maximum squeeze life can be 
achieved by forming a low soluble phase in the formation8 and that the transport 
distance of the phosphonate inhibitors into the formation can be managed and 
controlled. Finally, it would be optimal for essentially all of the injected inhibitors 
to flow back at the same controllable concentration. 
In our previous studies22' 115' 136' 162, a suspensiOn containing scale inhibitor 
nanomaterials was prepared to extend their use in the delivery of phosphonate 
inhibitors into the downhole formation. The nanomaterial suspension (nanofluid) 
was transportable through calcite and sandstone porous media at typical formation 
flow velocities. The flow back performance of the fabricated nanomaterials was 
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evaluated vta a laboratory squeeze simulation test where the nanomaterials 
gradually released the phosphonates into the brine by a dissolution mechanism. 
Recently162, a crystalline phase scale inhibitor nanofluid has been prepared by 
developing the amorphous phase Ca-phosphonate solids through a diafiltration 
treatment58• The transport experiments were conducted in a series of column flow-
through experiments to investigate the migration behavior of the crystalline phase 
nanofluid in different types of formation media. 
It has been observed that the surfactant preflush could affect the inhibitor return 
concentrations and a scale inhibitor squeeze modeling study was carried out to 
simulate the surfactant preflush effect by considering the process reversibility, 
volumes of surfactant injected, and the adsorption of the surfactant to the rock 
surface123• In the preceding study, an enhanced transport performance of the 
aforementioned crystalline nanofluid in the calcite and sandstone porous media 
via a surfactant preflush treatment is reported. DL VO theory was utilized to 
calculate the interaction energy between the nanomaterials and the formation 
material particles to elucidate the enhanced transport phenomenon. Furthermore, 
the advantage of the crystalline nanomaterials over the inhibitor pill solution as 
well as the amorphous nanomaterials was demonstrated in the long term flow back 
performance of the crystalline solids in a series of laboratory squeeze simulation 
tests where phosphonates were returned at relatively stable concentrations for 
thousands of pore volumes, leading to a greatly extended squeeze lifetime. 
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6.2 Materials and methods: 
6.2.1 Chemicals Commercial grade diethy lenetriamine pentakis 
(methylenephosphonic acid) (DTPMP) with 50% activity was used as the scale 
inhibitor. Silica nanofluid (30% wt/wt) of 22 nm diameter and 135 m2 g-1 surface 
area was purchased from Nyacol Inc. (Ashland, MA). Chemicals such as calcium 
chloride, sodium chloride, nitric acid, sodium hydroxide, piperazine- I ,4-bis (2-
ethanesulfonic acid) sodium salt (PIPES) and sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate 
(SDBS) were reagent grade and purchased from Fisher Scientific. Tritiated water 
was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Amersham Co. Arlington Height, IL). 
Deionized water (DI water) was prepared by reverse osmosis followed by a four 
stage ion exchange water purification process, consisting of a high capacity 
cation/anion column, two ultra pure ion exchange columns and an organics 
removal column (Barnstead Internationals, Dubuque, lA). 
6.2.2 Silica-calcium-DTPMP nanofluid synthesis The preparation procedure of 
silica-calcium-DTPMP nanofluid was reported in a previous study162• Basically, a 
Ca-Si02 suspension was prepared by adding CaCh solution to a Si02 nanofluid at 
4.5 pH. Then, a basic DTPMP solution was added dropwise to the Ca-Si02 
mixture under vigorously stirring at 70°C. The resultant silica-Ca-DTPMP slurry 
was diafiltered with a brine solution containing 0.8 M sodium chloride, 0.08 M 
sodium acetate and 0.1 M calcium chloride at 5.5 pH in order to develop the solid 
into a crystalline phase. The crystalline nanofluid was acquired by dispersing the 
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resulting crystalline solids by a probe sonicator (Sonics & Materials Inc, 
Newtown, CT) in a SDBS solution. The nanofluid was equilibrated by rotation in 
a tumbler for several days. Before characterization or transport studies, the 
crystalline silica-calcium-DTPMP (Si-Ca-DTPMP) nanofluid was sonicated for 
15 minutes. A portion of the nanofluid was centrifuged at 8500 rpm for 15 
minutes to separate the Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterial solids. The solid was dried in 
an oven at 1 00°C overnight to remove the interstitial water and then characterized 
by electron microscopy. 
6.2.3 Characterization of the Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials The scannmg 
electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of the solid samples were collected on 
FEI Quanta 400 ESEM FEG at 20 Ke V for particle morphology and particle size 
measurement. The electrokinetic characterization of the nanofluid and the 
formation porous medium particles followed the method outlined by Tufenkji et 
al163• Eletrophoretic mobility of the nanofluid was measured at 70°C in KCl 
solution using a Zeta-PALS instrument (Brookhaven Instruments Corporation, 
Holtsville, NY). Zeta-potential was obtained by fitting the eletrophoretic mobility 
via the Smoluchowski equation142• In order to obtain the zeta potential of the 
porous medium, the medium materials were first sonicated in a KCl solution by a 
probe sonicator (Sonics & Materials Inc., Newtown, CT) at 100 Watt for 30 
minutes. After the ultrasonic treatment, the supernatant was diluted in KCl 
solution and the electrokinetic mobility and zeta potential were determined similar 
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to that of the nanofluid. The effect of the presence of SDBS on particle zeta 
potential was evaluated by diluting the nanofluid or the supernatant of the medium 
materials suspension in a surfactant containing solution. 
6.2.4 Nanomaterials column breakthrough experiments The experimental 
setup and procedure of the column breakthrough experiments were similar to our 
previous studies22• 162• Calcite (Iceland spar, Creel Chihuahua, Mexico) and Louise 
sandstone were utilized as the porous medium materials. Louise sandstone was 
collected as Louise Well, Frio formation located in Galvelston County, TX (9107-
9110 ft). The composition of the Frio sandstone included less than 1% calcite, 
several percentage of clay and over 90% of quartz143• A non reactive tracer 
(tritiated water, 3H20) test was carried out to measure the dispersion coefficient of 
the packed column. Following the tracer tests, Si-Ca-DTPMP nanofluid transport 
experiments were conducted by pumping several pore volumes (PV) of the 
inhibitor nanofluid through the porous medium. The effect of SDBS preflush on 
the transport of nanomaterials through the porous medium was investigated by 
flushing the porous medium by a solution containing 0.75% SDBS and 0.25% 
KCl prior to the loading of the nanofluid. The phosphonate concentrations in the 
inhibitor nanofluid for transport experiments were between 0.2-0.3% (wt/wt). 
6.2.5 Laboratory squeeze simulation test The laboratory squeeze simulation 
tests of nanofluid in formation porous materials were conducted similar to the 
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procedure of the previous studies usmg totally contained squeeze simulation 
aparatus9• 22• 115• 143• Briefly, a column (7cm length, 0.66 em ID) packed with 
Louise sandstone materials (approximately 3.8 g) was pre-saturated by a solution 
composed of 1M NaCl and 0.01 M NaHC03• Subsequently, half of a PV of the 
prepared Si-Ca-DTPMP nanofluids was injected into the column, followed by 0.5 
PV overflush with 1M NaCl. After 24 hr shut-in period in which nanomaterials 
retained in the column attached to the surfaces of the minerals, the column was 
eluted with a synthetic brine solution (0.025M CaCh, 0.015 M NaHC03 and 1M 
NaCl, sparged with 100% C02) from the opposite direction, under 75 psi pressure. 
The prepared synthetic brine was in equilibrium with respect to calcite to simulate 
the flow back of connate fluids in the field following a squeeze treatment. The 
column experiments were conducted at 70°C with interstitial flow velocity of 45 
m/day. The effluent solution was collected and analyzed for phosphonate 
concentrations to establish the flow back return curves. A similar squeeze 
simulation test was carried out in an Iceland spar medium as comparison. 
6.2.6 Analytical methods Calcium, silica and phosphonate concentrations were 
analyzed by inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES) 
(Optima 4300 Dv, Perkin Elmer). The wavelengths for calcium, silica and 
phosphorus measurements are 317.933, 251.611 and 213.617 nm, respectively. A 
solution containing 5 mg L"1 yttrium (371.029 nm) was utilized as internal 
standard solution. Each sample measurement was repeated for five times and the 
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mean value of these measurements was reported. The standard deviation for every 
sample measurement was less than 0.5 %. 
6.3 Results and discussions: 
6.3.1 Nanomaterials and porous medium characterization: 
In this study, KCl salt was employed as the background electrolyte in the course 
of transport studies to prevent clay swelling by maintaining the ion exchange 
selectivity and the mineral permeability44• The effect of electrolyte concentration 
on zeta potential and particle size of the synthesized Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials 
was investigated at 70°C and 6.7 pH in the presence of 21.5 mM SDBS {Table 
6.1). The Si-Ca-DTPMP particles were negatively charged and the salt 
concentrations appeared to have a negligible effect on either zeta potential or the 
particle size. Moreover, the SEM micrographs (Fig. 6.1) of the Si-Ca-DTPMP 
particles confirmed that the morphology and the particle size were not 
significantly altered by varying the KCl concentration, which is probably due to 
the presence of a surface coating of SDBS. 
Table 6.1a The KCl concentration effect on zeta potential and particle size of the Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials 
Added KCI concentration Zeta potential (mY) Particle size (om) 
13.5 mM KCl -61.46±6.97 480±150 
33 mM KCl -51.27±15.65 524±111 
T bl 61b Th a e e presence o fKCl dSDBS ffi h . 1 fth an e ect on t e zeta potentia o d" e porous me Ia 
Added KCI concentration Calcite medium Sandstone medium 
NoSDBS With SDBS NoSDBS With SDBS 
13.5mMKCI -9.78±2.18 -25.96±3.84 -38.97±5.08 -55.38±4.79 
33 mMKCl -8.58±0.75 -27.47±1.38 -35.45±4.89 -65.31±5.45 
a 
b 
Figure 6.1 SEM micrographs of the Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomateria~~2 at KCl concentration of (a) 13.5 
mM and (b) 33 mM. The graph (b) was from the previous study . 
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The zeta potential of the formation porous materials was investigated at 70°C and 
6.7 pH in the presence and absence of 7mM SDBS surfactants. Table 6.1b 
summarizes the effect of addition of SDBS and KCl on the zeta potential of the 
medium materials. In general, within the range of KCl concentrations considered, 
KCl did not play a notable role in determining the zeta potential of either calcite or 
sandstone materials. It was observed that, compared with divalent cations, the 
monovalent cations have a less pronounced effect on zeta potential of the 
dolomitic solids 164 and sepiolite165 in that they adsorbed to these mineral surfaces 
via simple electrostatic attraction forces and accumulated as counterions in the 
electrical double layer, instead of adsorbing specifically onto the surfaces, 
potentially causing a charge reversal. On the other hand, the addition of anionic 
SDBS surfactant exhibited a more significant effect. The presence of SDBS in 
calcite and sandstone showed a similar trend in that the addition of SDBS resulted 
in more negative zeta potential values. Such an observation is in agreement with 
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the experimental results of the anionic surfactant on zeta potential of kaolinite, 
montmorillonite and quartz powder in the presence of monovalent alkali salt 
ions166, which can be explained in terms of ion-exchange: the hydroxyl group on 
the mineral surfaces exchanged the anionic part of the surfactant, leading to the 
formation of additional hydrogen bonds between the minerals and the 
surfactants166• Another possible explanation is that electrostatic bridges between 
the anionic part of surfactants and the surface of mineral particles can be created 
by the presence of cations, leading to more negative zeta potential values167• The 
zeta potential values of both the nanomaterials and the porous media are utilized 
in the following surface interaction potential calculations. 
6.3.2 Enhanced transport of nanomaterials through formation porous media: 
A series of laboratory column breakthrough tests were conducted to investigate 
the surfactant preflush effect on the migration of inhibitor nanomaterials in the 
formation porous media by loading the Si-Ca-DTPMP nanofluid in the absence 
and presence of SDBS preflush (Fig. 6.2). At the beginning, similar to the 
previous study115, the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients in calcite and Louise 
sandstone media were acquired by fitting the 1-D advection-dispersion equation 
(ADE) to the tracer breakthrough data via CXTFIT code103 (supplementary 
materials). The transport of Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials through the formation 
porous medium can be described by the ADE with an additional term representing 
the first-order removaC8• 79• 128• A retardation factor (R) was included to account 
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for the sorption of nanomaterials to the porous medium surfaces. Alternatively, 
from the perspective of classical colloidal filtration theory (CFT), the removal of 
colloidal particles by the porous medium can be characterized by the attachment 
removal efficiency (a) and the removal efficiency ( llo) terms to account for the 
collision of nanomaterials with the porous medium surface and the attachment of 
the particles to the surface, respectively (refer to supplementary materials for 
details). The surfactant pre flush effect was evaluated in both calcite and sandstone 
media at comparable hydrodynamic conditions and summarized in Table 6.2a. In 
calcite medium, compared with the transport study without a SDBS preflush 
wherein the breakthrough level was 0.89 at interstitial velocity of 3.07 em min-I , 
the surfactant preflush enhanced the breakthrough level to 0.97, leading to 4.05 
times reduction of the a value. Similarly, in Louise sandstone medium the 
breakthrough level was enhanced by surfactant preflushing from 0.89 to 0.96 at 
the interstitial velocity of approximately 0.4 em min-I , resulting in the decrease of 
a value by a factor of 5.15. 
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Figure 6.2 Breakthrough curves ofnanomaterials in (a) calcite and (b) sandstone media. Solid curves are 
from CXTFIT model (see text). 
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Table 6.2 Summery of the nanofluid breakthrough experiments 
(a) Parameters obtained from ADE and CFT model calculations 
Porous Q v Jd 
medium Condition (mlmin-1) (em min-1) etc. (min-1) R 1Jo(*l0"1) a.. 
~·•o-z! 
Preflush 0.47 3.07 0.97 0.0066 1.04±0.025 0.93 0.76 0.79 
Calcite No preflush 0.47 3.07 0.89 0.051 1.03±0.029 0.93 3.08 0.78 
Louise Preflush 0.067 0.43 0.96 0.0023 1.03±0.032 3.96 0.24 0.68 
Sandstone No preflush 0.064 0.41 0.89 0.0064 1.05±0.033 3.96 1.23 0.71 
'-, - ---------- . ------- -- ------- -- ---- -----(b)P . 1 btained fr, - - -------- ---- --- --- --------. 1 .t 
Porous v KCI=l3.SmM KCI=33mM 
medium Condition (em min-1) 
<Pnri Ql..., <llnri <Psec 
Preflush 3.07 196.70 -0.69 132.44 -2.18 
Calcite No preflush 3.07 19.43 -0.29 17.01 -2.29 
Louise Preflush 0.43 614.92 -0.28 464.04 -1.89 
Sandstone No preflush 0.41 441.83 -0.19 338.34 -1.74 
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In order to gain insight into the surfactant preflush effect on the nanomaterials 
transport in porous medium, DL VO theory was utilized to calculate the total 
interaction energy between the nanomaterials and the porous medium particles in 
the presence and absence of surfactant preflush157' 168• DLVO theory considers the 
interaction energy between two particles as the sum of two operative factors: the 
electric double layer (EDL) repulsion energy and London-van de Waals (VDW) 
attraction energl4• 142' 169. The calculation of the EDL repulsion energy ( E ) 
EDL 
follows the Hogg et al170: 
(6.1) 
where Eo is the vacuum permittivity (8.85 x 10-12 F m-1); Er is the relative dielectric 
constant of water at 70°C with value of 65 171 ; d (m) is the separation distance of 
nanomaterials with the porous medium surfaces and <pp (volt) and <J>c (volt) are the 
surface potentials of nanomaterials and the formation porous medium particles, 
respectively. The surface potential that governs the electrostatic repulsion forces 
was taken to be equal to the measured zeta potential. K (m-1) is the inverse Debye-
Huckellength, given by 
(6.2) 
where NA is the Avogadro number (6.022x 1023 mor1); Ic (M) is the ionic strength 
(IS); ks is Boltzman constant (1.38x 10-23 J K-1); T (K) is the absolute temperature, 
e is the electron charge (1.6 X 10-19 C). On the other hand, the VDW attraction 
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energy {Evnw) was calculated using172• 173 : 
E = _ AaP [l + 14d]_1 
VDW 6d ')... (6.3) 
Where A. is the characteristic wavelength of the interaction (assumed to be 100 
nm 174) and A (J) is the Hamaker constant of the nanomaterials-water-porous 
medium system. Because the necessary optical data regarding Si-Ca-DTPMP 
nanomaterials is not available, for simplicity, the Hamaker constant for 
hydroxyapatite was adopted in the calculation. Since Louise sandstone is 
composed primarily of silica (>90% ), the Hamaker constant for nanomaterials-
water-silica system is estimated based on the Hamaker constants of 
hydroxyapatite-water and silica-water systems via175 : 
Ananomaterials-water-silica ::::; (A silica-water-silica ) 0·5 X (AHA-water-HA ) 05 { 6.4) 
AHA-water-HA is assumed as 1 x 1 o-21 J, in view of the simulation results of Cardenas et 
al176 and the value of Asilica-water-silica was chosen as 8.3 x 10"21 J177• Hence, 
Ananomateriais-water-silica was estimated to be 2.9x10-21 J. Similarly, in the calcite medium, 
the Asilica-water-silica value was replaced by Acalcite-water-caicite value of 2.2x10-20 J175• 178 and 
Ananomaterials-water-calcite was calculated to be 4. 7 X 1 o-21 J. Hence, the total interaction 
energy between the nanomaterials and the formation particles can be expressed as: 
1+exp(-x:d) Aa 14d (6 5) E1 =E +Evdw =1tE0E,aP{2q>Pcp)n[ ]+(q>2 +q>~)ln[1-exp(-2x:d)]}--P [1+--:;-r1 • 
EDL 1- exp( -Kd) P 6d A 
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On the basis of the experimentally acquired zeta potentials values of the core 
materials and the nanomaterials, Er was calculated in each medium at different 
KCl concentrations. In Fig. 6.3 and 6.4 are plotted the nanomaterials-porous 
medium interaction energy in calcite and Louise sandstone media at 70°C as a 
function of the separation distance and KCl concentrations. According to DL VO 
calculation, the increase of ionic strength reduced the height of energy barrier. In 
calcite medium, sizable repulsive energy barrier existed between the 
nanomaterials and calcite medium and the presence of anionic surfactant enhanced 
the energy barrier at both KCl concentration of 13.5 mM and 33 mM, due to the 
more negative zeta potential of the calcite particles as listed in Table 6.2a. The 
substantially increased energy barrier in the presence of the SDBS surfactant 
inhibited the deposition of Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials to the calcite surface, 
which explained the improved breakthrough level and correspondingly, the 
reduced attachment efficiency observed in the transport study. Similar 
phenomenon was observed in the study of the transport of cryptosporidium oocyst 
to the ultrapure quartz surfaces179• It was observed that bacteria, with less negative 
zeta potential, showed higher deposition kinetics to the surfaces, compared with 
the bacteria with more negative zeta potential. In this study, the DL VO calculation 
also predicted that at the condition of 2 M IS, which is commonly encountered in 
the field, the EDL energy profiles approaches to the surface and VDW attractive 
forces dominated, leading to particle aggregation and precipitation. As pointed by 
Hahn et al180, the increase of ionic strength will ultimately change the deposition 
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from secondary mtntma to pnmary mtntma and eventually the energy barrier 
disappears. The scenario of high IS demonstrates one of the challenges of 
applications of nanomaterials in the oilfield. Similarly, Fig. 6.4 shows that in 
Louise sandstone medium the enhancement of the energy barrier between the 
nanomaterials and the sandstone surfaces can be observed in the presence of 
SDBS preflush. Again, a significant impact on interaction energy at 2M IS can be 
observed in sandstone medium. 
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Figure 6.3 Interaction energy between the nanomaterials and calcite particles (a) in the absence of SDBS 
preflush and (b) in the presence of SDBS pre flush. The inset shows the secondary minimum attractive 
region. 
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6.3.3 Laboratory inhibitor nanofluid squeeze simulation: 
In order to evaluate the flow back performance of the crystalline Si-Ca-DTPMP 
nanomaterials and to simulate the inhibitor nanomaterials-formation core 
materials interaction at downhole conditions, several laboratory squeeze 
simulation tests were conducted by injecting the Si-Ca-DTPMP nanofluid into 
Louise sandstone and calcite columns via totally contained squeeze protocol9' 143 . 
During the 24-hour shut-in period, the nanomaterials were allowed to adhere to 
the surfaces of the formation core materials via either sorption or surface 
complexation mechanism. Subsequently, the column was eluted with a synthetic 
brine in the reverse direction to simulate the field process8' 9. An inhibitor return 
curve is plotted in Fig. 6.5a as the change of the effluent phosphonate 
concentrations verse the volume of return flow, normalized by the column pore 
volume. 
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Figure 6.5a The long term flow back performance of the crystalline Si-Ca-DTPMP nanofluid in squeeze 
simulation tests in Louise sandstone: three returns curves by employing a crystalline nanofluid in this 
study, an acidic pill solution and an amorphous nanomaterial fluid in the previous study (the dashed line 
represents 0.5 mg L- 1 of DTPMP) 
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Table 6.3 summarizes the physiochemical conditions of squeeze simulation tests 
of crystalline phase Si-Ca-DTPMP in this study and also one type of amouphous 
Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials and for comparison one acidic phosphonate pill from a 
previous stud12, all in Louise sandstone. These three return experiments were 
conducted by injecting half a PV of inhibitor slurry (or solution) into the porous 
medium with active DTPMP concentrations of 0.8%. In Fig. 6.5a is plotted the 
return curves of these three squeeze simulation tests at comparable experimental 
conditions. The acidic pill solution showed that the DTPMP return concentrations 
were as high as a thousand milligrams per liter or higher in the initial several pore 
volumes, followed by a gradual decline to sub mg L"1 level within a few hundred 
PVs. The retention mechanism of phosphonate inhibitors in the calcite-bearing 
materials is proposed to be the formation of calcium-inhibitor salt when a 
considerable amount of phosphonates was injected into the formation materials. 
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Table 6.3 Phvsiochemical conditions of each saueeze simulation test 
Experiment Medium 8Ca2+(M) r 1ow n:m:: solution Temperature PV DTPMP injected (ml!hr H ec) (ml) m) 
Nanofluid (this study) sandstone 0.1 90 5.5 70 1 4.1 
Amorphous nanofluid( Shen et al22) sandstone 0.1 90 5.5 70 8 32 
Acidic pill(Shen et al22) sandstone 0.1 90 5.5 70 8 32 
Nanofluid (this study) calcite 0.1 90 5.5 70 1 3.9 
8 The concentrations listed here are theCa+ concentrations in the stock synthetic brine solutions. 
Table 6.4 Summary of the experimental results of each squeeze simulation test 
DTPMP injected Total volume V3o8 Vso8 % of inhibitor NSL Experiment I Porous media (mg) returned (PV) (PV) (PV) returnedb (bbl/kg)c 
Nanofluid (this study) sandstone 4.1 3940 820 2670 80 5960 
Amorphous nanofluid (Shen et ae2) sandstone 32 1440 14.75 200 79 1210 
Acidic pill (Shen et ae2) sandstone 32 870 2.75 47 87 775 
Nanofluid (this study) calcite 3.9 5915 2141 4587 85 9700 
a V 30 and V 80 denote the PV of brine returned when 30% and 80% of the total amount of inhibitors flushed out; 
b indicates the ratio of the amount of inhibitor returned in the squeeze test to the mass of inhibitor injected 
~SL was calculated by assuming the MIC of0.36 mg/L. 
-----------------------
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Kan et al9• 143 indicated that these formed calcium-inhibitor salts were initially 
amorphous (or microcrystalline) phases. Similar to the conventional acidic pill 
squeeze, the return of the amorphous phase Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials exhibited a 
similar figure as that of the acid pill. As indicated in Table 6.4, in these two 
scenarios, 80% of the injected inhibitors flushed out at 47 PV and 200 PV, 
respectively, leading to a limited squeeze life time. In light of the above 
arguments, it can be concluded that the return behavior of the amorphous Ca-
DTPMP nanomaterials were similar to that of the acidic pill solution in terms of 
the shape of phosphonate return profiles. 
According to Kan et al143, the inhibitor return data can be fitted to an advection-
dispersive type of equation as follows: 
(6.6) 
L3 Cppt,i{l 1 .c: [ Ri -PV ] 1 <~,> .c: [ Ri +PV ]} -- ertc --·e ·ertc _ ___, __ ~ 
i=l eq 2. 2(Di · Ri · PV)05 2 2(Di · Ri · PVt5 
where, Caq (M) is the aqueous phase (effluent) phosphonate concentration; a and b 
are Gaussian distribution coefficients; Di is a dimensionless constant representing 
the corresponding relative spread of the solid phase i; Ri is the retardation factor of 
dissolution of solid phase i; and PV represents the number of pore volumes. The 
first term in Eq. 6 denotes the return of the unreacted phosphonate and the second 
term represents the return after the initial several PV. These parameters are 
functions of temperature, ionic strength, brine pH, Ca2+ concentration and the pill 
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acidity and concentration. The DTPMP speciation model developed by Tomson et 
al59 was utilized to calculate the speciation of phosphonates. The detailed 
calculation methods are included in the software package of SqueezeSoftPitzer143 . 
Two DTPMP return profiles predicted by the software are plotted in Fig. 5b for 
squeeze simulation tests with an acidic pill ( 5. 7 moles excess H+) and a 
neutralized pill (6.7 pH) both tn sandstone medium. It was found that the 
simulated return profiles of the acidic and neutralized pills were in a similar shape 
of the experimentally acidic pill return22, where phosphonate inhibitors were 
released in a large quantity in the first 1 00 PV s, leading to a limited squeeze 
lifetime. Such a return profile is characteristic of the returns of various types of 
phosphonates in carbonate-bearing formation materials, as encountered in field 
observations or in the laboratory investigations at similar physiochemical and 
fluid dynamic conditions8• 9• 143 . 
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Figure 6.5b The long term flow back performance of the crystalline Si-Ca-DTPMP nanofluid in squeeze 
simulation tests in Louise sandstone: return curves obtained from SqueezeSoftPitzer software by using an 
acidic pill and a neutralized pill, respectively. 
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The flow back performance of the developed crystalline phase Si-Ca-DTPMP 
nanomaterials in sandstone medium (Fig 6.5) displayed a totally different return 
profile: the phosphonate concentrations varied from 50 mg L-1 for the first several 
PV s, representing the initial return of the aqueous phosphonates and the inhibitor 
nanomaterials returned phosphonates at relatively stable concentrations between 
0.5 and 1 mg L-1 for as long as 4000 PVs until the end of phosphonate return, 
wherein the majority of injected inhibitors were flushed out of the column. Table 
6.4 shows that 30% and 80% of the injected inhibitors returned at 820 PV and 
2670 PV, respectively; while as for the case of the acidic pill, these two figures 
were only 2.75 and 47 PVs. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that 
such long term inhibitor flow back performance with stable return concentrations 
is reported. 
The release of phosphonate inhibitors from metal-phosphonate precipitates in 
various laboratory and field studies is assumed to be dominated by the dissolution 
of the attached metal-phosphonate precipitates from the surfaces of the formation 
core materials into the production brine58• With respect to the Ca-DTPMP of 
interest in this study, considering the stoichiometry of the solid of Ca3H4DTPMP, 
the corresponding negative logarithm of ion activity product (piAP) is of the 
form162: 
(6.7) 
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where parentheses refer to molar concentration and braces for activity. The free 
calcium ion (Ca2+) and DTPMP10- species concentrations were obtained from the 
total aqueous phase phosphonate concentrations through a speciation model, 
which considers the acid/base and complex solution chemistry as a function of pH, 
temperature and ionic strength59• Kan et al58 confirmed that this model can be 
utilized to predict the field phosphonate return concentrations observed from 
several oil and gas wells with wide ranges of production conditions and they 
reported the negative logarithm of solubility product (pKsp) of crystalline phase 
Ca-DTPMP precipitate with value of 54.0±0.26, obtained at similar experimental 
conditions (1 M NaCl, 5.5 pH and 70°C). In Fig. 6.5a is plotted the calculated 
piAP as a function of the volumes of brine flushing. During the squeeze 
simulation, the calculated piAP values changed insignificantly, indicating that the 
injected Ca-DTPMP precipitates were maintained as crystalline phase solids till 
the end of the phosphonate return. The average of the experimentally obtained 
piAP values after 4000 PVs was 53.66±0.20, which is comparable to the reported 
crystalline phase solid pKsp value of 54.0±0.2658• This phenomenon revealed that 
the effluent solution acquired from the squeeze simulation was in equilibrium 
(saturated) with the crystalline phase Ca-DTPMP solid44• 181 • Evidently, the long 
term flow back performance with stable inhibitor return concentrations for the 
developed crystalline Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials is attributable to the release of 
the phosphonates from the crystalline phase solid, governed by its low solubility 
in brine solutions. The development of the nanomaterials into their crystalline 
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phase regulated the phosphonate return concentrations, leading to an enhanced 
inhibitor squeeze lifetime. 
In another experiment, a similar squeeze simulation test usmg crystalline 
nanomaterials was performed with a calcite (Iceland spar) column (Fig. 6.6), since 
calcite is the primary formation material responsible for phosphonate retention143• 
Similar to the long term return profile in Louise sandstone column, the 
nanomaterials returned phosphonates at a relatively stable concentration around 
0.5 mg L"1 for nearly 6000 PV, which is due to the low dissolution of the 
crystalline phase Ca-DTPMP solid in calcite. The calculated piAP values were 
essentially constant with average of 53.59±0.14. Since the inhibitor return 
concentration by the end of the squeeze simulation in calcite medium was 0.36 mg 
L-1, hence, a minimum inhibitor concentration of0.36 mg L"1 was assumed, which 
is commonly encountered in the oilfield 58• It should be noted that all of the 
DTPMP concentrations reported in the preceding study are "active" 
concentrations, whereas "as product" this 0.36 mg L"1 might be from 0.72 mg L"1 
to 3.6 mg L-1, depending upon fluid conditions and application needs. The 
effectiveness of 0.36 mg L"1 DTPMP scale inhibitor for barite and/or calcite scale 
control can be evaluated via a simple calculation strategy using Scalesoftpitzer 
software, developed by Tomson et al61 ' 182• The calculation was carried out by 
choosing the brine with compositions and field production conditions as list in 
Table 6-S2 (supplementary materials). It was found that with 0.36 mg L"1 DTPMP 
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presence, at the outlined conditions, calcite scale can be inhibited up to 0.53 SI 
unit and barite up to 1.23 SI units, where SI standards for saturation index and is 
defined logarithm of the saturation ratio 45 . 
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Figure 6.6 The long term flow back performance of the crystalline Si-Ca-DTPMP nanofluid in calcite 
(Iceland spar) medium (the dashed line represents 0.5 mg L-1). 
The concept of a "normalized squeeze lifetime", developed by Kan et al 116, can be 
utilized to better illustrate the potential implication of the prepared nanomaterials. 
A NSL can be calculated from the ratio of effective return volumes and the mass 
of inhibitors injected, as defined in the literature116 : 
NSL = return volume(liter) x 106 (mg kg-1) = 6liter x 106 mg kg-1 = 9700 (bbl k -I) ( 6_8) 
inhibitor mass (mg) x 159 (liter bbl-1) 3.89 mg x 159liter bbr1 g 
which indicated that in field applications, scale formation control of the produced 
brine water with volume up to 9700 barrels can be managed by injecting a dose of 
crystalline phase nanoslurry containing only 1 kg of active DTPMP component. 
The obtained NSL value in this study is considerably extended over the 
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conventional squeeze simulation results (summarized in Table 6.4). By assuming 
a brine production rate of 1000 bbl day"1 and a formation pore volume equivalent 
of 200 bbl for a production well, the well protection time (PT) can be calculated as 
follows: 
PT= numberofPVxformationPV = 6000PVx200(bbl/PV) =l200days~ 3.3yrs(6 .9) 
production rate (bbl day-1) 1000 (bbl/ day) 
which indicates that the protection time of one treatment might last as long as 3 .3 
years for a well with production rate of 1000 bbl day·• in a single squeeze 
treatment. 
6.4 Conclusions: 
In the present study, the enhanced migration of the crystalline Si-Ca-DTPMP 
nanomaterials in calcite and Louise sandstone porous medium can be achieved via 
a surfactant preflush treatment and such phenomenon can be understood by 
calculating the interaction energy of the nanomaterials and the porous medium 
particles. The laboratory squeeze simulation tests of such materials show that the 
developed crystalline solids return phosphonate inhibitors at a relatively constant 
concentration for thousands of PV s, which is of considerable advantage over the 
pill solutions. The long term flow back performance of the crystalline 
nanomaterials can be explained by their fixed low solubility in brine solution. The 
calculated NSL values of these materials in calcite and sandstone materials were 
also enhanced, which shows the potential advantage of utilizing these novel 
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inhibitor nanomaterials for the scale control applications, where the inhibitor 
return concentration can be controlled by manipulating the morphological 
structure and solubility property of the applied nanomaterials. 
Chapter 6 Supplementary information 
SI 6.1 Characterization of porous medium via tracer breakthrough test: 
A tracer (tritiated water) test was carried out to measure the PV and the hydrodynamic 
dispersion coefficient (D) of the packed column. According to the breakthrough curves of 
the tracer in each medium (Fig. 6-Sil ), the D values for each medium can be obtained by 
fitting the one-dimensional advection-dispersion equation (1-D ADE) (Eq. S-1) to the 
acquired data using CXTFIT code103, by setting the retardation factor (R) to one: 
(S-1) 
where C (mg L"1) is the effluent nanomaterials concentration at a certain time; t (min) 
denotes the time. 
Porous medium 
Calcite 
Louise sandstone 
Table 6-S 1. Properties of the porous media and parameters from the tracer tests 
Particle size 
106-180 
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2.71 
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Figure 6-S 1 Tracer (tritiated water) breakthrough tests in calcite and Louise sandstone media162• 
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SI 6.2 Describing nanomaterials transport by ADE and filtration theory: 
The transport of Si-Ca-DTPMP nanomaterials through the formation porous medium can 
be described by the ADE with an additional term representing the first-order removal78• 79' 
128, 
ac cic ac 
R-=D---v--J C a ax? ax d (S-2) 
where Jd (min-1) is the first-order removal rate coefficient and can be calculated as80• 81 : 
(S-3) 
where L (em) is the length of the porous medium; Ce (mg L-1) is the steady-state effluent 
concentration of the nanomaterials; and C0 (mg L-1) is the influent particle concentration. 
The solution ofEq. S-2 follows the effort of Parker and van Genuchten103, where both the 
first-order removal and zero-order production in the solid phase were considered. The 
solution for a clean bed filtration model can be obtained simply by forcing the zero-order 
production coefficient to be zero in the analytical solution, which is in the following 
manner: 
1 (v-w)x Rx-wt 1 (v+w)x Rx+wt C(x, t) = -exp[ ]erfc[ 0 5 ] + -exp[ ]erfc[ 0 5 ] 2 2D 2(DRt) · 2 D 2(DRt) · (S-4) 
and w = (v2 + 4J dD)05 
The retardation factor R in Eq. S-2 accounts for the retardation effect arising from the 
sorption of nanomaterials to the porous medium. Since the R value is characteristic of the 
sorptive behavior of the nanomaterials to the medium surfaces, it should be independent 
of the pore flow velocity. 
From the perspective of filtration theory, the removal of colloidal particles by the porous 
medium can be characterized by the removal efficiency (llo) term, which summarizes the 
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removal resulted from diffusion, interception and sedimentation149• Following the 
calculation of the 11ovalue, the attachment removal efficiency (a) can be obtained via: 
<X= (S-5) 
where E denotes the porosity of the medium; de represents the diameter of the medium 
particle and L is the length of the porous medium bed. 
SI 6.3 Brine composition and field conditions for Scalesoftpitzer calculation: 
SI = 10 (Ca2+)(Co~-) for calcite scale 
g10 K"'(T,P} 
(S-6) 
(S-7) 
Table 6-82 Brine composition used for Scalesoftpitzer software calculation. 
Parameters Units Input 
Na+ (mg/1) 19,872.00 
K: (mg/1) 500.00 
Mg2+ (mg/1) 54.00 
Ca2+ (mg/1) 6,500.00 
s~+ (mg/1) 700.00 
Ba2+ (mg/1) 550.00 
Fe2+ (mg/1) 12.00 
Zn2+ (mg/l) 10.00 
cr (mg/l) 43,000.00 
soi· (mg/1) 5.00 
Si02 (mg/1) Si02 10.00 
Alkalinity (mg/1) 281.00 
TDS (Measured) (mg/1) 70,000.00 
C02 Gas Analysis (%) 1.04 
H2S Gas Analysis (%) 0.0283 
Total H2Saq (mgH2S/1) 4.32 
pH, measured (STP) pH 7.16 
Initial T (F) 340.0 
Final T (F) 77.0 
Initial P (psia) 7,000.0 
Final P (psia) 14.7 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
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In this investigation, nanomaterials containing phosphonate scale inhibitors were 
fabricated via various means including surfactant-assisted, silica templating and 
polymer based synthesis methods. The nanomaterials were prepared by firstly 
mixing the cations (Ca2+ and Zn2+) solutions with basic phosphonate solutions 
forming metal-phosphonate precipitates. The obtained precipitates were surface 
modified by surfactant coating to enhance the stability of the nanomaterial 
suspension at 70°C in saline conditions. Furthermore, Ca-DTPMP amorphous 
precipitates can be developed into a crystalline phase by diafiltration with brine 
solutions. The physiochemical properties of the prepared nanomaterials were 
investigated by various means including TEM, SEM, XRD, FT-IR and TGA 
analyses. The prepared nanomaterials expand their use in the delivery of 
phosphonate inhibitors into formation core materials for scale control. The 
transportability of the prepared nanomaterials through formation core materials 
was evaluated by laboratory column flow-through experiments. It was found that 
the nanomaterials generally demonstrated a good transport performance through 
formation porous media with increasing flow velocities. The nanomaterials 
transport can be enhanced with pre-flushing the core materials by a surfactant 
solution. The potential application of the synthesized scale inhibitor nanomaterials 
for oil field scale treatment has been examined by a series of laboratory squeeze 
simulations, in which process the inhibitor nanomaterials were loaded into the 
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formation materials and deposited onto the formation surfaces and slowly returned 
phosphonates into the synthetic brine during flow back. In terms of protection 
time and squeeze lifetime, the prepared nanomaterials returned phosphonates as 
well as conventional aqueous scale inhibitors. The developed crystalline phase Ca-
DTPMP nanomaterials were able to return phosphonate inhibitors at a stable 
concentration over a long period of time, which is controlled by the solubility 
product. 
As for the future work, investigation should be carried out to prepare novel 
inhibitor materials, capable of returning phosphonates at designated inhibitor 
concentrations required by production. Moreover, the transportability of the 
nanomaterials in consolidated core materials should be studies in that the 
consolidated core materials are similar to the actual formation core materials in 
terms of the porosity and pore size. Field applications could be started once the 
nanomaterials are able to transport through tight formation core materials and 
return phosphonates into the production water with inhibitor concentration higher 
than the minimum inhibitor concentration for a long period of time. 
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